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Surface circulation in the Gulf of Mexico is dominated by the Loop Current System 
(LCS), including the Loop Current (LC) and its associated eddies. The Gulf of Mexico 
(GoM) also displays long-term surface gradients of temperature and salinity due to 
climatological features including the intrusion of warm, saline waters from the Caribbean 
Sea and the seasonal deposition of freshwater from the Mississippi River System caused 
by seasonal increases in snow melt and precipitation over the watershed. This research 
aims to increase the understanding of the LCS through the investigation of its relationship 
with these surface gradients. A classification system of LCS interaction with seasonally-
present freshwater is developed to explore how the LCS can deform salinity gradients 
within the Gulf. Surface advective freshwater flux is calculated by combining satellite-
derived measurements of sea level anomalies with sea surface salinity from the recent 
satellite salinity missions, ESA’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) and NASA’s 
Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP), in order to observe lateral movement of low-salinity 
water throughout the Gulf. Through interaction with the LCS, riverine-sourced freshwater 
can have numerous fates and redistribution patterns throughout the GoM.  
The LCS shares the GoM surface with a large mesoscale eddy field, which is 
investigated through the application of an automatic eddy-tracking algorithm to absolute 
dynamic topography derived from satellite altimetry and sea surface height from HYbrid 
Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) simulations. The spatial distribution and temporal 
evolution of eddy properties, as well as the variation of these surface and subsurface 
 v 
properties between the eastern and western Gulf are analyzed. Surface eddy composite 
analysis reveals that long-term gradients present in the GoM greatly affect eddy salinity, 
temperature, and chlorophyll-a concentrations. HYCOM simulations are verified with in-
situ Argo profile data in order to investigate mean eddy vertical structure, which varies 
greatly between the eastern and western Gulf of Mexico. The classifications of LCS 
interaction with low-salinity water presented here offer a new explanation for the multiple 
fates of Mississippi River waters, and composite analysis of surface and subsurface eddy 
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1.1 LOOP CURRENT SYSTEM 
The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is a semi-enclosed basin which contains incredibly 
intricate physical relationships. Its physical characteristics vary on seasonal, interannual, 
and climatological time scales. GoM surface circulation is dominated by the Loop Current 
System (LCS), which is comprised of the Loop Current (LC) and associated eddies. The 
LC flows northward through the Yucatan Channel into the GoM, bringing relatively warm, 
saline waters into the basin from the Caribbean Sea. The LC exits the GoM westward 
through the Florida Straits where it feeds into the western boundary current system in the 
Gulf Stream. A retracted state of the LC is described as when the LC follows a direct route 
from the Yucatan Channel to the Florida Straits. While inside the GoM, the LC grows 
slowly northward towards the Louisiana coast, reaching an extended state. This state leads 
to the shedding of a large anticyclonic eddies, and the LC returns abruptly to its retracted 
state. Part of this shedding process has been attributed to smaller cyclonic eddies referred 
to as Loop Current Frontal Eddies (LCFEs). These LCFEs occasionally congregate around 
an extended LC and can pinch the LC near its base to help facilitate the shedding of the 
large anticyclonic LCEs [Le Hénaff et al., 2012]. The previously shed eddies are referred 
to as Loop Current Eddies (LCEs) and are shed on time scales of approximately 3 – 17 
months [Sturges & Leben, 2000]. These eddies, once absolutely detached, propagate 
westward in the GoM transporting relatively warm and salty water towards the western 
GoM coast, playing a role in the redistribution of physical properties. A schematic showing 
the various extension states of the LC and features of the LCS is shown in Figure 1.1. 
 The GoM additionally receives freshwater input from the Mississippi river system, 
one of the largest river systems in the world and the largest in the United States. Seasonal 
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increases in snowmelt during late winter months as well as seasonal increases in 
precipitation during spring facilitate maximum river discharge in the spring [Bratkovich et 
al., 1994]. This freshwater helps form a low-salinity water (LSW) plume in the northern 
coastal GoM. This LSW plume can interact with the LCS in a multitude of ways, as unlike 
river discharge, flow of the LCS is not seasonally predictable. Previous research has 
documented episodes of long-distance redistribution of Mississippi river system waters 
throughout the GoM, with occasional transport to the Florida Straits and into the Gulf 
Stream [Ortner et al., 1995; Hu et al., 2005; Le Hénaff & Kourafalou, 2016]. Since LSW 
interaction with the LCS is extremely variable, the GoM exhibits variable sea surface 
salinity (SSS) patterns. One such pattern is shown in Figure 1.2, wherein September 2018 
the LC was in a retracted position and a previously-shed LCE is present in the central GoM 
in close proximity to a LSW plume. The various fates of these Mississippi river system 
waters are important to understand as the redistribution of these waters can affect local 
stratification and biological productivity since riverine waters are associated with elevated 
nutrient concentrations in this area [Hiester et al., 2017; Zavala-Hidalgo et al., 2014]. 
1.2 MESOSCALE EDDY FIELD 
 In addition to the dominant LCS, surface circulation in the GoM is heavily 
influenced by a highly active mesoscale eddy field. Smaller eddies which are found 
throughout the rest of the GoM vary in size, rotation, and other physical properties. 
Mesoscale eddies typically display different characteristics than their surrounding waters. 
These eddies can transport important biophysical properties such as temperature, salinity, 
and nutrient concentration [McGillicuddy et al., 2007]. In the GoM, LCEs can often be 
identified by their relatively warm and salty centers comprised of Caribbean Sea waters 
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[Elliot, 1982]. Due to these temperature anomalies at the eddy center, eddy tracking in the 
GoM has historically been based on sea surface temperature measured by satellite infrared 
data. However, this method is hindered during summer months due to consistently warm 
temperatures at the GoM surface. Therefore, satellite altimetry and multi-parameter models 
are now used for more accurate estimation of eddy location and characteristics [Alvera-
Azcárate et al., 2008]. 
 Eddy surface characteristics can be affected by numerous factors such as air-sea 
interaction, vertical movements, and interaction with surrounding surface waters [Dawson 
et al., 2018]. The GoM is found to exhibit strong gradients in temperature, salinity, and 
chlorophyll-a concentration from north to south. High chlorophyll-a concentration is 
indicative of the high coastal productivity especially present in the northern GoM most 
likely due to riverine fluxes from the Mississippi, Atchafalya, and other rivers in the region. 
The strong north-south temperature and salinity gradients are a product of riverine input of 
relatively cool, fresh water in the northern GoM and the intrusion of relatively warm, salty 
waters from the Caribbean Sea in the LC. Additionally, the long-term feature of the LC 
and seasonal freshwater input create distinctive differences in the temperature and salinity 
values between the eastern and western GoM. Since LCEs which originate from the warm 
salty waters of the Caribbean Sea dominate the GoM mesoscale eddy field, and are 
enormously important to the biological and physical conditions of the Gulf, many studies 
have focused on these LCEs. Through the use of satellite altimetry [Leben & Born, 1993], 
as well as in-situ observations from drifters and hydrographic surveys [Hamilton et al., 
1999; Rivas et al., 2008], the characteristics of these LCEs have been thoroughly measured. 
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However, the water properties within these LCEs, while extremely valuable, do not provide 
a complete picture of the greater mesoscale eddy field within the GoM. 
 A complete analysis of the basin-wide mesoscale eddy field within the GoM is 
crucial to understanding how these complex eddies interact with the surrounding waters of 
varying properties throughout the GoM. These interactions can lead to varying surface and 
sub-surface properties. By investigating the ways in which the entire LCS interact with 
seasonally-present  LSW in the northern GoM a baseline for surface salinity variability can 
be established. Furthermore, exploring the surface and subsurface properties of all 
mesoscale eddies within the GoM can help uncover what causes these differences in 
properties, including air-sea interactions, localized eddy vertical and lateral movements, 
and interaction with long-term gradients. 
 The organization of this Thesis from here onward is as follows: Chapter 2 explores 
the role by which LCS affects the redistribution of LSW throughout the GoM and therefore 
determines spatial patterns in surface salinity through the calculation and evaluation of 
surface advective freshwater flux. Chapter 3 provides an in-depth analysis of the surface 
properties of the greater mesoscale eddy field present within the GoM through the 
application of an automatic tracking algorithm to satellite observations and model 
simulations. In this chapter the subsurface characteristics of the GoM mesoscale eddy field 
are also investigated using a regional HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model validated with in-
situ Argo float profiles. Finally, Chapter 4 serves to conclude and summarize the research 











Figure 1.1: Bathymetry in the Gulf of Mexico (m). Colored arrows represent states of the 
Loop Current: retracted (blue), average extended (green), and fully extended (orange) with 











Figure 1.2. Monthly NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) Sea Surface Salinity 
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ABSTRACT 
The Loop Current System, involving the Loop Current and Loop Current Eddies, 
is the principal circulation feature in the Gulf of Mexico, which exhibits salinity gradients 
due to Mississippi river system freshwater discharge, and large salinity variability on 
seasonal timescales. This research uses satellite-derived Sea Surface Salinity from NASA’s 
Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) and ESA’s Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity 
(SMOS) missions with altimetric sea surface height data to observe and quantify the 
redistribution of low-salinity water by Loop Current System interaction. Freshwater flux 
in this region during summer months is modulated by Loop Current System configuration 
as classified by three states. An extended Loop Current transports low-salinity water 
southward towards the Florida Straits. A Loop Current Eddy near the Louisiana-Texas 
shelf recirculates low-salinity water within the central Gulf. During a retracted Loop 
Current, no interaction occurs and low-salinity water remains close to the coast in the 
northern Gulf.  
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The Gulf of Mexico (GoM) is a semi-enclosed sea with circulation dominated by a 
branch of the North Atlantic’s western boundary current system (the Loop Current System 
– LCS) flowing through the basin and receiving freshwater from one of the largest river 
systems in the world. Marked seasonal increases in Mississippi and Atchafalaya river 
discharge contribute freshwater to the northern Gulf during spring [Bratkovich et al., 1994]. 
Freshwater input forms a low-salinity water (LSW) plume that interacts with the LCS. The 
LCS is comprised of the Loop Current (LC), which sheds anticyclonic Loop Current Eddies 
(LCEs) on time scales of approximately 3 to 17 months [Sturges & Leben, 2000]. This 
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energetic LC feeds into the Gulf Stream through the Florida Straits. The GoM is also 
environmentally and economically important to the US, Mexico and Cuba. The LCS 
redistributes biota and nutrients essential for GoM ecosystems. Elevated nutrient and 
pigment concentrations are associated with low salinity water as rivers supply both 
freshwater and nutrients to the Gulf [Hiester et al., 2017; Zavala-Hidalgo et al., 2014]. The 
upper ocean stratification within the GoM affects the intensification of tropical cyclones 
through the fluxes of heat energy to the atmosphere from the deep mixed layer associated 
with the LCS [Gierach & Subrahmanyam, 2007].  
The LC transitions slowly from a retracted position flowing from the Yucatan 
Channel to the Florida Straits, to an extended one, which reaches towards the Mississippi-
Alabama-Florida (MAFLA) Shelf. This extended state leads to the shedding of a large 
anticyclonic LCE, after which the LC returns abruptly to its retracted state [Alvera-
Azcárate et al., 2008]. GoM dynamics are dominated by a combination of “frontal” 
cyclonic eddies that occasionally pinch the LC [Le Hénaff et al., 2012], and the mesoscale 
eddy field associated with the LCS. In contrast to the strong seasonality in freshwater input 
to the GoM, the intrusion of the LC and positions of LCEs within the GoM have no strong 
seasonal cycle causing the interactions of LSW with the LCS to differ greatly from year to 
year. 
Some studies [Morey et al., 2003a; 2003b; Schiller et al., 2011; Schiller & 
Kourafalou., 2014; Otis et al., 2019] have investigated transport of LSW away from the 
northern GoM and have expanded the understanding of the pathways of this LSW and 
seasonality. Additionally, previous episodes of long-distance transport of Mississippi 
waters have been documented first in 1993 [Ortner et al., 1995; Gilbert et al., 1996], in 
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2004 [Hu et al., 2005], and in 2014 [Le Hénaff & Kourafalou., 2016]. However, these 
studies have focused on singular events, and there has been no research to our knowledge 
into the varying spatial patterns of the GoM surface salinity field. The motivation for this 
research is to investigate the connection between the LCS and seasonal and interannual 
changes in GoM surface salinity field and lateral freshwater fluxes. We aim to characterize 
the LCS configurations that lead to the different spatial distributions of LSW throughout 
the Gulf. Specifically, we investigate the role of the extended LC and LCE’s in determining 
patterns of lateral freshwater fluxes, and hence surface salinity signatures in the GoM. 
Differing patterns of surface salinity signatures are important in understanding the fate of 
the freshwater from the Mississippi and Atchafalaya rivers, which has potential biological 
impacts in areas such as the Florida Straits, and can alter the upper ocean stratification of 
the central GoM. 
Through the use of satellite-derived Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) and altimetric Sea 
Level Anomaly (SLA), we can observe how the LC interacts with the seasonally present 
LSW in the northern GoM. From these data, we can observe the surface salinity signatures 
associated with freshwater input. Evaluating together the measures of salinity, river 
discharge, and merged altimetry products to observe geostrophic velocities in the GoM 
helps provide a comprehensive view of the LCS interaction with LSW plumes contributed 
by the Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers. 
2.2 DATA AND METHODS 
The SMAP SSS level 3 V4.0 daily product is derived using an 8-day running mean 
(consistent with complete global coverage of SMAP’s orbit) and is produced by the NASA 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL, openly available at 
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https://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataset/SMAP_JPL_L3_SSS_CAP_8DAY-
RUNNINGMEAN_V42?ids=&values=& search=SMAP, doi: 10.5067/SMP42-3TPCS) 
from April 2, 2015 to present with 0.25° resolution. The Combined Active-Passive retrieval 
algorithm initially developed by JPL for Aquarius/SAC-D is extended to this SMAP 
product. The SMOS SSS product used is the LOCEAN level 3 V3 9-day composite maps 
produced by LOCEAN/ACRI-ST, obtained from the Centre Aval de Traitement des 
Données SMOS (CATDS) from January 4, 2010 to present at 25 km resolution. This 
debiased version 3 product improves upon the previous version 2 product with better 
adjustment for land-sea bias close to the coast and high latitudinal biases [Boutin et al., 
2018]. The monthly averages of both SMAP and SMOS SSS datasets were computed for 
this study. Vazquez-Cuervo et al. [2018] compared the JPL SMAP and LOCEAN SMOS 
SSS with other satellite-derived SSS products, buoy-derived and World Ocean Database 
(WOD) in-situ data in the GoM, and found that these datasets consistently reproduce 
seasonal and spatial variability in SSS associated with river discharge. This comparison 
also found that the seasonal “spring freshening” near the coast is best represented in the 
JPL SMAP and LOCEAN SMOS products. 
 Geostrophic currents used to examine surface currents and eddies are derived from 
the AVISO multi-mission merged daily altimetry product. Data from multi-satellite 
altimeter missions are processed to provide mapped SLA fields with respect to a 20-year 
mean. This dataset is provided by the Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service 
(CMEMS, marine.copernicus.eu) at daily 0.25° resolution. Geostrophic velocities 
computer from the sea level data are used in combination with SSS anomalies to compute 
the surface advective freshwater fluxes computed as: 
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Zonal:	F = U ∗ Sfw ∗ dx  (2.1) 
Meridional:	F = V ∗ Sfw ∗ dx (2.2) 
This calculation follows the approach of [Münchow et al., 2006], where U(V) is the 
eastward (northward) velocity (m/s), Sfw is the freshwater salinity anomaly computed in 
Equation 2.3, and dx is the width (m) of the segment across which flux is calculated. The 
computation of Sfw follows the approach of [Mazloff et al., 2010]: 
Sfw = (Sref − SSS)/Sref (2.3) 
where Sref is the reference salinity (36.5 here for the GoM), and SSS is the sea surface 
salinity at a point, provided here by SMOS and SMAP SSS data. Boxed averages of these 
fluxes were taken for: MAFLA Shelf (28.5-30°N,89-86°W), Florida Straits (23.5-
24.75°N,83.5-80°W), West Florida Shelf (23.5-29°N,86-83°W), and Yucatan Channel 
(21-23°N,86.5-85°W). 
 Daily river discharge of the Mississippi River at the Baton Rouge, LA (USGS 
07374000) and Atchafalaya River at Morgan City, LA (USGS 07381600) gauging stations 
were obtained from the United States Geological Survey National Water Information 
System (USGS, https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis). Analysis of river discharge in 
conjunction with the other described products provides a more complete view of the factors 
that could lead to seasonal and interannual changes of GoM surface salinity. 
2.3 RESULTS 
A strong seasonal cycle of SSS in the GoM is evident in the time series of basin-
averaged SSS (Figure 2.1). SSS maxima occur in the winter months of January and 
February every year while SSS minima occur in the late summer months of July and August 
every year. Morey et al., [2003b] showed a similar seasonal pattern in surface salinity along 
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the eastern side of the typical LC position using a numerical model forced by climatology 
wind, heat and freshwater fluxes. Since we aim to investigate the interaction of this 
seasonally-present LSW and the LCS, we focus on the month of August which exhibits the 
lowest SSS values, and therefore the greatest amount of LSW at the surface.  
Varying spatial patterns of surface salinity throughout the GoM are shown in Figure 
2.2. LSW is dominantly found in the northern and northeastern GoM, with SSS values 
reaching lower than 33, while the southwestern GoM is dominated by high SSS values 
reaching higher than 37. However, the low SSS values are not always confined to the 
northeastern GoM and can be observed in other locations in the GoM along the West 
Florida Shelf, central GoM, and occasionally near the Florida Straits. The distinct 
interactions of the LCS with LSW produce varying patterns of surface advective freshwater 
flux values (Figures 2.3 and 2.4), and produce differing SSS signatures as well.  
The LCS configurations are classified based on the SSS spatial patterns related to 
the LCS-influenced lateral freshwater fluxes. The first classification (#1) occurs when the 
LC extends northward towards the MAFLA shelf during August of 2011, 2014, 2015, and 
2017 (Figure 2.2). While in this configuration, LSW is advected eastward along the 
MAFLA shelf, and southward along the West Florida Shelf by the anti-cyclonic rotation 
of the LC. Figure 2.3 (a-d) shows the SSS signatures for this classification #1, which are a 
result of the advection of LSW away from the coast by the LC. The eastward advection of 
LSW is evident in the strong positive zonal freshwater fluxes reaching 800 m2/s along the 
MAFLA shelf (Figure 2.3e-h). Southeasterly prevailing winds during Summer drive 
Ekman transport in the surface layer, resulting in eastward transport of LSW away from 
the Mississippi Delta toward the deeper waters of the De Soto Canyon where it can be 
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entrained in offshore circulation features such as eddies and the LC [Morey et al., 2003b]. 
As the northern extent of the LC entrains and transports this LSW eastward, its anticyclonic 
rotation pulls the water southward in the region of the western shelf-break of the West 
Florida Shelf (85°W). Southward LSW advection is evident in strong negative meridional 
freshwater flux (exceeding 600 m2/s) near the West Florida Shelf, reaching southward 
towards the western tip of Cuba (Figure 2.3i-l). Positive values of zonal freshwater fluxes 
from 400-600 m2/s can be observed near the Florida Straits (Figure 2.3e-h). Despite 
different LCS-LSW interactions, there is consistent eastward zonal freshwater flux through 
the Florida Straits (Figures 2.3 and 2.4), suggesting that LSW exits the GoM via the Florida 
Current. The varying magnitudes of this eastward flux through the Florida Straits are 
discussed later in this section. 
The second classification (#2) occurs when there is an anticyclonic LCE present in 
the central/western GoM, observed during August of 2013,2015, 2016, and 2018. In this 
instance, the LCE circulates LSW away from the northern GoM but does not always 
transport this water towards the Florida Straits. The LCE entrains and transports LSW off 
of the MAFLA and Louisiana-Texas (LATEX) shelves over the deep central GoM, creating 
a cross-shelf transport mechanism which is shown in the strong negative meridional 
freshwater fluxes reaching 800 m2/s at 90-91°W (Figure 2.4i-l). Southward meridional 
freshwater flux near the MAFLA and LATEX shelves (Figure 2.4i-l) suggests that LSW 
can be entrained by the mesoscale eddy field and transported offshore in the northwestern 
GoM. The location of the LCE within the central GoM, which relies on the timing of its 
separation from the LC [Sturges et al., 1992], dictates its point of interaction with the LSW 
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plume, which suggests that the variation in westward LCE propagation affects the patterns 
of lateral freshwater fluxes, and surface salinity signatures.  
During August of 2018, there are two LCE’s present within the GoM separated by 
a smaller, cyclonic eddy. The first decaying LCE is located in the western GoM at 25°N, 
93°W. The northeastern edge of this LCE plays a role in the southward advection of LSW, 
shown in the negative meridional freshwater flux south of Mississippi in Figure 2.4l. The 
second LCE located at 25°N, 88°W has a similar effect on the LSW as an extended LC, 
with eastward zonal (Figure 2.4h) and southward meridional freshwater flux (Figure 2.4l). 
An interesting aspect of this LCS-LSW interaction is a dipole created by this newer LCE 
and the small anticyclonic eddy. This dipole results in northward advection of LSW 
towards the northeastern GoM indicated by positive meridional freshwater flux (Figure 
2.4l). The same northward advection of LSW occurs in August 2015 (Figure 2.4j). This is 
similar to the August 2013 event, where an LCE located south of the LATEX shelf 
transports LSW towards the central GoM, without connection to the LC. In August 2016, 
the LCE located at 26°N, 91°W has a different effect on the distribution of the LSW. The 
northern edge of this LCE entrains LSW from the LATEX shelf. This in conjunction with 
the cyclonic eddy at 27°N, 88°W creates a dipole resulting in very strong southward LSW 
advection as evident in the negative meridional freshwater fluxes at 89°W (Figure 2.4k). 
The resultant SSS signature is a band of low-salinity waters extending into the southern 
central GoM towards the Yucatan Peninsula (Figure 2.4c). Additionally, westward 
movement of LSW occurs during August of both 2016 and 2018, shown by negative zonal 
freshwater fluxes reaching 300 m2/s near the Campeche Bank (Figure 2.4g,h). The LCS 
can display features pertaining to both classifications #1 and #2, as was the case during 
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August 2015 in which the LCE and extended LC create a distinct pattern. The 
characteristics leading to this distinct “horseshoe pattern,” such as the soil moisture and 
river flooding that occurred in Texas, are discussed by [Fournier et al., 2016]. The low 
salinity bands extending over the deep central GoM evident in the SSS signatures of August 
2013 (25-27°N,88-87°W), 2015 (25-27°N,91-90°W), 2016 (25-27°N,89-88°W), and 2018 
(25-27°N,90-89°W) do not connect to the eastward flowing portion of the LC, and 
therefore do not exit the GoM through the Florida Straits. 
The differing magnitudes of monthly river discharge, meridional and zonal 
advective freshwater flux for each year included in this study (2010-2018) are shown in 
Figure 2.5. Years which fit classification #1 exhibit the greatest positive zonal freshwater 
fluxes along the MAFLA shelf (Figure 2.5e), with boxed average values of 550 m2/s 
(2011), 633 m2/s (2014), 523 m2/s (2015), and 279 m2/s (2017). The same years exhibit the 
greatest negative meridional freshwater fluxes along the West Florida Shelf (Figure 2.5f), 
with boxed average values of -180 m2/s (2011), -236 m2/s (2014), -148 m2/s (2015), and -
125 m2/s (2017). During years which fit classification #1, the maximum eastward flux 
through the Florida Straits occurs simultaneously with maximum eastward flux along the 
MAFLA shelf (Figure 2.5e). However, in years that fit classification #2, the peak eastward 
flux through the Florida Straits occurs approximately 2-4 months after peak eastward flux 
along the MAFLA shelf. The circulation of LSW within the central GoM without clear 
connection to the Florida Straits in August of 2016 and 2018 helps explain the lag in 
maximum zonal flux through the Florida Straits region during these years. 2016 seems to 
be an anomalous year where LSW is transported into the central GoM without clear 
connection to the LC (Figure 2.4b). This explains the lack of peak zonal freshwater flux 
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through the Florida Straits during 2016 (Figure 2.5e). When comparing yearly differences 
in river discharge (Figure 2.5d) to the zonal and meridional freshwater fluxes (Figure 
2.5e,f) there is no clear relationship between peaks in river discharge and peaks in 
freshwater flux. During April 2014, peak river discharge reaches a record minimum of 
20,146 m3/s and 8,640 m3/s for the Mississippi and Atchafalaya rivers respectively. Despite 
low input, both meridional and zonal freshwater fluxes reach a record maximum in 2014. 
August of 2014 also displays one of the clearest connections of LSW from its source to the 
Florida Straits (Figure 2.3b).  
The third and final classification occurs in years where there is no notable LCS-
LSW interaction, which can be observed during 2010 and 2012 (Figure 2.2). The river 
discharge values of 2010 and 2012 are not anomalously low (Figure 2.5d), but still there is 
very little zonal and meridional freshwater flux. Additionally, the SSS signatures displayed 
during these years show very little, if any, movement of LSW away from its source in the 
northern GoM (Figure 2.2). With no LCS-LSW interaction, strong values of zonal and 
meridional surface advective freshwater fluxes are not observed, and LSW remains close 
to its source in the northern GoM.  
2.4 CONCLUSIONS 
An extended LC in classification #1 establishes a clear pathway for the offshore 
transport of seasonally-present LSW, which is advected eastward from the MAFLA shelf 
and southward along the West Florida Shelf. LSW is transported towards the Florida 
Straits, where it exits the GoM. Without this direct pathway, the LSW has different fates 
within the GoM, and hence the GoM exhibits differing patterns in SSS. As defined by 
classification #2, when there is an LCE present in the central GoM, it entrains and 
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transports LSW across the MAFLA shelf, along the surface towards the southern GoM. 
This LSW reaches southward as narrow low-salinity bands, which do not directly connect 
to the retracted LC. This LCE can also transport the LSW westward, and even northward 
back towards its source, establishing a recirculation of LSW within the central GoM. This 
lack of direct connection results in advective freshwater flux through the Florida Straits 
that is both smaller in magnitude and lags behind advective freshwater flux in other regions 
of the GoM. This suggests that the LCS can in part control the net export of freshwater 
from the GoM to the Atlantic Ocean. During years defined as classification #3, no notable 
LCS-LSW interaction occurs, and the seasonally-present LSW remains close to its source 
in the northern GoM. These years do not exhibit strong patterns of zonal or meridional 
surface advective freshwater fluxes and therefore there is minimal redistribution of LSW 
to other areas of the GoM. Although river discharge of the Mississippi and Atchafalaya 
rivers fluctuate yearly, these varying discharge rates do not affect the spatial distribution 
of SSS within the GoM. This suggests that the configuration of the LCS plays the primary 
role in determining patterns of surface advective freshwater flux and hence SSS signatures 
in the GoM. The seasonal input of freshwater via river discharge forming LSW, and the 
lateral advection of this LSW away from the northern GoM by the LCS causes a decrease 
in overall SSS of the GoM. This helps establish the seasonal cycle of SSS with yearly 














Figure 2.1. ESA’s SMOS (2010-2017) and NASA’s SMAP (2015-2018) Sea Surface 






Figure 2.2. Monthly ESA’s Soil Moisture Ocean Salinity (SMOS; 2010-2014) and 
NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP; 2015-2018) Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) and 






Figure 2.3. Monthly-averaged SMOS (2011; 2014) and SMAP (2015; 2017) SSS and 
geostrophic current streamlines (a-d), zonal (U) advective freshwater flux (e-h); positive 
values represent eastward flux, and meridional (V) advective freshwater flux (i-l); positive 
values represent northward flux, for years described by classification #1 (August 2011, 













Figure 2.5. August 2014 maps of (a) SMOS SSS and geostrophic current streamlines, (b) 
zonal (U) advective freshwater flux, and (c) meridional (V) advective freshwater flux. (d) 
Mississippi (red) and Atchafalaya (purple) river discharge, river mouths indicated by stars 
on map (a). (e) Boxed-average zonal advective freshwater flux over the Mississippi-
Alabama-Florida (MAFLA) shelf and through the Florida Straits (FLS), areas indicated in 
(b) by black and green boxes respectively. (f) Boxed average meridional advective 
freshwater flux over the West Florida Shelf (WFLS) indicated in (c) by the black box. Blue 
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ABSTRACT 
The Gulf of Mexico exhibits strong circulation due to the Loop Current System, 
along with high mesoscale eddy activity. In order to investigate eddy characteristics, we 
apply an automatic eddy-tracking algorithm to absolute dynamic topography maps and 
analyze the spatial distribution and evolution of eddy attributes including amplitude, radius, 
and eddy kinetic energy. The Loop Current region in the eastern Gulf of Mexico is an area 
of robust eddy generation for both cyclonic and anticyclonic eddies. Anticyclonic eddies 
were generally characterized by smaller amplitudes and larger radii when compared to their 
cyclonic counterparts. We also examine eddy surface properties including temperature and 
salinity anomalies as well as chlorophyll-a concentration and observe how these properties 
vary between the eastern and western Gulf of Mexico. Persistent features such as the Loop 
Current System and coastal low-salinity, highly biologically productive waters dominate 
eddy properties in the eastern side of the basin. We also apply the eddy-tracking algorithm 
to a regional HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) validated using Argo floats. We 
find that this model accurately reflects surface characteristics in the mesoscale eddy field 
as well as the mean vertical eddy structure, and use it to extend our analysis of eddy 
properties with depth. We find that subsurface characteristics of density, salinity, 
temperature, and velocities vary greatly between eddies in the eastern and western Gulf of 
Mexico. Through composite analysis of both surface and subsurface eddy properties, we 






Upper ocean circulation in the Gulf of Mexico is dominated by the Loop Current 
(LC) and the associated mesoscale eddy field. The LC is a geostrophic current that flows 
northward through the Yucatan Channel and exits the Gulf of Mexico (GoM) eastward 
through the Florida Straits [Sturges & Evans, 1983]. The LC slowly grows within the GoM, 
stretching northward towards the Mississippi Alabama Florida (MAFLA) Shelf. This 
extended state leads to the regular shedding of large anticyclonic Loop Current Eddies 
(LCEs), after which the LC returns abruptly to its retracted state [Alvera-Azcárate et al., 
2008]. LCEs have been observed to separate on time scales of approximately 3 – 17 months 
[Sturges & Leben, 2000]. This separation is not a rapid event, nor is it easily measured, as 
meanders of the LC may detach and reattach several times before completely separating 
and forming a LCE [Sturges et al., 1992]. Once completely detached, this LCE drifts 
westward transporting relatively warm and salty water, and eventually decays along the 
western GoM coast. This eddy separation has a seasonal peak in August and September, 
with a second, smaller peak in February and March [Hall & Leben, 2016]. Additionally, 
smaller cyclonic eddies defined as Loop Current Frontal Eddies (LCFEs) congregate 
around the northern tip of an extended LC [Paluszkiewicz et al., 1983; Vukovich, 1986; 
Fratantoni et al., 1998]. The growth of these LCFEs greatly affect the evolution of the LC 
at its neck near the Yucatan Strait as well [Walker et al., 2011]. These LCFEs are suspected 
to play a key role in LCE detachment and formation [Cochrane, 1972], and have been 
documented to occasionally “pinch” the LC in its extended state, facilitating the shedding 
of LCEs [Zavala-Hidalgo et al., 2003]. Formation of these LCFEs on both the eastern and 
western side of the LC may be facilitated by vorticity perturbations from the Caribbean 
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Sea [Sheinbaum et al., 2016]. This prevalent mesoscale eddy field affects the redistribution 
of physical properties such as temperature and salinity, as well as biological characteristics 
such as chlorophyll-a concentration [Morey et al., 2003a; Otis et al., 2019; Brokaw et al., 
2019]. 
Mesoscale eddies typically exhibit different properties than their surrounding 
waters. They transport heat, salt, nutrients, and other biophysical characteristics throughout 
the oceans [McGillicuddy et al., 2007; Chaigneau et al., 2011; Chelton et al., 2011b]. LCEs 
and other mesoscale eddies within the GoM can be distinguished by discernable differences 
of their properties in comparison to the GoM waters they flow through. Elliot [1982] 
demonstrated that the core of LCEs are comparatively warm and salty, with a steep salinity 
gradient along the eddy’s radius. As the LCEs drift into the western GoM, they carry these 
seawater signatures with them, serving a role in the heat and salt budget of the entire Gulf 
[Elliot, 1982]. These distinctly warm eddies can play a role in hurricane intensification 
within the GoM through latent and sensible heat flux [Gierach & Subrahmanyam, 2007]. 
Historically, the temperature signature of the LC and LCE (measured using satellite 
infrared data) has been used to estimate LCE separation [Maul & Vukovich, 1993]. 
However, this temperature-based method of inferring surface flow is hindered by 
consistently warm surface temperatures in the GoM during summer [Sturges & Leben, 
2000]. Now, the use of satellite altimetry and multi-parameter models are used to assess 
the surface circulation in the GoM [Alvera-Azcárate et al., 2008]. This allows for more 
accurate estimation of eddy location, LCE shedding, and eddy characteristics. 
The eddy characteristics exhibited at the surface can be due to air-sea interaction 
and vertical movements, but may also be due to the eddy’s interaction with the surrounding 
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surface water through eddy trapping or eddy stirring [Dawson et al., 2018]. Eddy trapping 
occurs during the formation of the eddy, during which the eddy may trap a water mass with 
anomalous characteristics at its center [Gaube et al., 2014]. This trapped water mass is 
dynamically separated from the waters outside, preventing exchange outside of the eddy. 
Eddy stirring is the process by which the deformation of background gradients occurs due 
to the rotational velocity of the eddy [Chelton et al., 2011a]. Small, cyclonic LCFEs can 
entrain low-salinity water near the Mississippi delta and transport this low-salinity water 
away from the northern GoM [Morey et al., 2003b]. This entrainment is an example of 
eddy stirring by horizontal advection due to the cyclonic rotation of these LCFEs. 
Additionally, vertical eddy processes such as eddy pumping [Huang et al., 2017] and 
mixed layer modulation by eddies [Hausmann et al., 2017] can influence the biophysical 
properties at the surface.  
The GoM’s mesoscale eddy field is dominated by the large-radii, long living LCEs 
and because these LCEs carry great importance for both the biological productivity and 
hurricane intensification in this region, many previous studies of eddy characteristics have 
focused only on these LCEs. Leben & Born [1993] use sea surface height fields from 
satellite altimetry to track eight LCEs over a four-year period (April 1985 – August 1989). 
Additionally, in situ observations from drifters and hydrographic surveys have been used 
to track and measure both surface and subsurface eddy characteristics in the GoM [Lewis 
et al., 1989; Hamilton et al., 1999; Rivas et al., 2008]. However, these studies have likewise 
been focused exclusively on isolated LCEs. As part of the Loop Current experiment which 
ranged from 2009-2011, much observational research was conducted that focused on the 
structure, variability, and underlying dynamics of the Loop Current region [Dynamics of 
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Atmospheres and Oceans: Issue 76, 2016]. The associated papers [Donohue et al., 2016b; 
Hall & Leben, 2016; Hamilton et al., 2016; Lugo-Fernández et al., 2016; Rosburg et al., 
2016; Sheinbaum et al., 2016] provide crucial information about the surface and subsurface 
dynamics of this region. In other regions of the world ocean, recent composite analysis of 
basin-wide mesoscale eddy fields has proved useful in identifying spatial patterns as well 
as differences in vertical structure and surface characteristics between anticyclonic eddies 
(AEs) and cyclonic eddies (CEs). For example, Dawson et al. [2018] quantifies 
biogeochemical cycling within eddies in the Southern Ocean, and Trott et al. [2019] makes 
use of composite analysis to depict eddy-induced temperature and salinity changes in the 
Arabian Sea. First, this sort of basin-wide analysis of the mesoscale eddy field is lacking 
in the GoM. Additionally, studies such as Chaigneau et al. [2011] and Sun et al. [2018] 
depict composite vertical structures of eddies within the South Pacific and South China 
Sea, respectively, which help understand the differences between eddies of varying types 
in the vertical. Second, this type of vertical composite analysis is also absent for the GoM 
eddy field. The goal of this research is to first analyze eddy characteristics across the entire 
GoM without focus on one particular type of eddy. Once we complete this basin-wide 
analysis, we conduct composite analysis of surface eddy characteristics comparing AEs 
and CEs. We then investigate how these properties differ between the eastern and western 
side of the basin. Finally, we conduct composite analysis of the subsurface properties 
within these eddies, which help us understand the differences in their depth structure both 
between AEs and CEs and between the eastern and western GoM. 
Satellite altimetry is extremely useful in expanding the knowledge of mesoscale 
eddy processes such as formation, detachment from the LC in the case of LCEs, and 
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propagation because it provides estimates of sea surface height at high spatial and temporal 
scales. Investigation of eddy properties using multiple parameters from satellite 
observations helps improve our understanding of the spatial characteristics of both 
anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies in the GoM. We apply an automatic eddy-tracking 
algorithm to characterize GoM eddies, and then quantify the spatial patterns of biophysical 
properties including salinity, temperature, and chlorophyll-a concentration within these 
eddies. Satellite data are useful to describe eddy properties at the sea surface, but do not 
allow us to investigate the vertical structure of the eddies and their impact on the water 
column with depth. In-situ data, such as Argo floats or subsurface mooring arrays provide 
very useful information about subsurface properties. Thus in this study, we use in situ data 
to validate a numerical model (HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model; HYCOM) with high 
temporal and spatial resolution to observe the subsurface characteristics and vertical 
structure of these eddies. We first investigate the eddy surface properties in terms of eddy 
surface characteristics. We additionally justify the usage of this model comparing its ability 
to reproduce the vertical properties (temperature and salinity) observed from Argo floats. 
We then use this model to depict the vertical structure of the eddies, which provide insight 
to their subsurface properties. The primary objective of this study is to quantify the spatial 
patterns of eddy characteristics at the surface and with depth of eddies within the GoM 
using satellite-derived sea surface height (in this study we have used Absolute Dynamic 
Topography), sea surface temperature and salinity, and HYCOM simulations. In section 
3.2.1 we describe the satellite data and HYCOM simulations used in this study. Section 
3.2.2 explains the eddy-tracking algorithm used to identify mesoscale eddies within the 
GoM. The results of surface and subsurface analysis of eddy properties are described in 
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section 3.3. In section 3.4, we summarize the results and discuss the importance of the 
patterns we observe. 
3.2 DATA AND METHODS 
3.2.1 Data 
Absolute dynamic topography (ADT), initially developed and processed by 
AVISO, is presently maintained by Copernicus Marine Environment Monitoring Service 
(CMEMS) and is available daily at a 0.25° horizontal resolution 
(www.copernicus.eu/en/services/marine). Compared to other oceanic satellite data, radar 
altimeters have long temporal coverage and do not experience contamination from cloud 
cover. We use the Global Ocean Gridded Level 4 Sea Surface heights dataset provided by 
CMEMS, which merges research-quality observations from a variety of altimeter missions, 
including TOPEX/POSEIDON, HY2, Saral/AltiKa, Cryosat-2, Jason-1, Jason-2, Jason-3, 
ENVISAT, GFO, and ERS 1 and 2, and is homogenized to reference mission Jason-2 [Le 
Traon et al., 1998; Ducet et al., 2000]. The full scope of this daily dataset is from 1993 to 
present, but we use data from 2016 – 2018. Geostrophic currents plotted and used to 
compute Eddy Kinetic Energy (EKE) in this study are derived from this dataset.  
Sea surface salinity (SSS) from NASA’s Soil Moisture Active Passive (SMAP) 
mission is provided by NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab (SMAP SSS V4.2) at a 0.25° horizontal 
resolution (https://podaac-tools.jpl.nasa.gov/drive/; DOI: 10.5067/SMP42-3TMCS). Daily 
data is derived using the 8-day running mean for complete spatial coverage over the full 
GoM.  SMAP has been used extensively for GoM studies [Fournier et al., 2016; Weissman 
et al., 2017; Vazquez-Cuervo et al., 2018]. Vazquez-Cuervo et al. [2018] examined the 
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performance of this satellite product in the GoM, finding good performance compared to 
in situ observations, particularly with respect to the seasonal cycle.  
Sea surface temperature (SST) is from the National Oceanographic and 
Atmospheric Association National Climatic Data Center’s (NOAA/NCDC’s) Advanced 
Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) optimally interpolated product available 
daily with a 0.25° resolution [Reynolds et al., 2007; www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oisst/data-
access]. This optimally interpolated product is preferred due to its lack of data gaps and 
has been used in eddy studies such as Dawson et al. [2018]. We chose this product because 
the 0.25° spatial resolution is adequate for resolving mesoscale eddy features examined 
here and also matches the spatial resolution of the ADT and SSS datasets. Other SST 
products are available in higher resolution which could perhaps be used in future studies 
to examine sub-mesoscale processes. As for SMAP and ADT, the AVHRR SST dataset 
was extracted for the 2016 – 2018 period. 
For satellite-derived ocean color, a 4 km resolution daily chlorophyll-a product that 
merges MODIS and VIIRS sensor data was used from 2016 – 2018 (http://hermes.acri.fr/). 
Merging was done using the Garver-Siegel-Maritorena bio-optical model [Maritorena & 
Siegel, 2005], which is known for its consistency, ability to merge products regardless of 
their specific spectral bands, removes spectral band redundancies, and accounts for 
uncertainties from the normalized water-leaving radiance data streams.  
 To assess the entire vertical structure as well as mixed layer properties of eddies in 
the GoM, a regional 1/25° HYbrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM) simulation was 
used that assimilates the Navy Coupled Ocean Data Assimilation (NCODA) system 
[Cummings, 2005]. We use HYCOM GoM experiment 32.5, available at 
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(hycom.org/data/goml0pt04/expt-32pt5) which provides sea level, geostrophic current, 
mixed layer depth (MLD), temperature, and salinity data. This regional HYCOM model 
has data available every hour from April 1, 2014. This model was subsampled every 1/4° 
for appropriate comparison with the CMEMS product, converted to daily files by taking 
the daily average, and taken from 2016 – 2018 to remain consistent with satellite data. This 
regional model contains 40 total depth layers, but the top 22 vertical layers extending from 
the surface to 600 meters depth are used. Although particularly intense eddies can extend 
deeper, these layers are sufficient to capture the mean vertical extent of the eddies as the 
density, temperature, and salinity cores as well as maximum swirl and vertical velocities 
are generally found above 600 m. A major advantage of HYCOM over other high-quality 
ocean models is its hybrid depth coordinate system, which are isopycnal in the open ocean, 
terrain-following in shallow coastal regions, and z-level coordinates throughout the mixed 
layer [Bleck & Boudra, 1981; Bleck, 2002; Chassignet et al., 2003]. Additionally, this 
regional HYCOM model assimilates altimetric and SST satellite data, as well as 
observational data from a variety of in situ sources including Argo floats, ship data, 
moorings, and buoys [Cummings, 2005]. Previous versions of GoM-specific HYCOM 
simulations (experiment 31.0) have been shown to have good agreement with observations, 
and can provide information on larger spatial and temporal scales [Rosburg et al., 2016]. 
 In order to validate the use of the regional GoM HYCOM model for observation of 
eddy characteristics with depth, we use data from a total of 3,550 Argo float profiles in the 
GoM during the 2016-2018 time period. These floats provide in situ temperature and 
salinity profiles reaching down to depths greater than 1000 meters. Here we use data for 
the top 600 m to capture the majority of eddy activity and in order to remain consistent 
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with the HYCOM depths. The data used is part of the United States Global Ocean Data 
Assimilation Experiment (USGODAE) courtesy of the Naval Research Laboratory in 
Monterey, CA and is available for public access at 
(nrlgodae1.nrlmry.navy.mil/argo/argo.html). 
3.2.2 Eddy Tracking 
Using the technique initially proposed by Chaigneau et al. [2008] and Pegliasco et 
al. [2015] and recently used in Trott et al. [2018; 2019] or Aguediou et al. [2019], we apply 
an eddy-tracking algorithm to the GoM. This method first defines each eddy center by 
identifying local ADT minima (cyclonic eddies) and maxima (anticyclonic eddies) and 
then defines each eddy edge as the largest ADT closed-contour surrounding the eddy 
center. An eddy edge must have at least 4 connected ADT points, resulting in a minimum 
radius of ~20 km in the GoM. Trajectories were created from individual eddies using the 
methodology described in Pegliasco et al. [2015]. This eddy tracking algorithm searches 
for eddy edge intersections between time t1 and t1+dt (dt = 1 day for the considered ADT 
product). If there are multiple intersections, we apply a cost function described in Trott et 
al. [2018] to determine the most statistically similar eddy. This method identifies eddies 
within one radius with the most statistically similar radius, amplitude, and EKE and selects 
it to continue the trajectory. Then, the generation location is determined as the first eddy 
parts of each trajectory.  During spatial analyses, pixels in which the total eddy count was 
less than 10 for the 2016 – 2018 period, and therefore exhibited weak eddy density were 
not considered robust. These pixels were removed in order to depict accurate spatial maps 
of the mean eddy properties. Compared with other well-known eddy tracking algorithms 
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[Chelton et al., 2011a; Souza et al., 2011; Yi et al., 2014], this technique identifies fewer 
false eddies and benefits from being threshold-free.  
 Spatial anomalies of sea surface temperature (SSTA), sea surface salinity (SSSA), 
mixed layer depth (MLDA), and chlorophyll-a concentration (Chl-a) for surface properties 
as well as density, temperature, salinity, swirl velocity and vertical velocity anomalies with 
depth were calculated by first averaging each parameter between the eddy center and one 
radius for each eddy. Then, anomalies were computed in respect to the surrounding 
properties averaged between one radius and three radii from the eddy center.  
Composite analysis was conducted for both surface and subsurface eddy properties. 
Each eddy was normalized by radius, and mean characteristics were plotted out to three 
radii. In these plots, north is plotted in the positive y-axis direction and east is plotted in 
the positive x-axis direction. Eddies were then separated by rotation type based on the local 
vorticity at the center of the eddy, as well as by location (eastern and western GoM). We 
choose to remove eddies in the Caribbean Sea to properly identify eddies in the eastern 
GoM by limiting the eastern GoM’s latitudinal range to 21 – 32°N (Figure 3.1f). 
3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.3.1 Mean Large-Scale Characteristics 
The long-term surface characteristics of sea level, temperature, salinity, Chl-a 
concentration, and mixed layer depth in the GoM respond very strongly to the inflow and 
circulation of the LC as well as river discharge, which are primarily observed in the eastern 
GoM. The climatological absolute dynamic topography (ADT) and sea surface height 
(SSH) show the mean position of the LC centered at 86°W, 25°N, the primary source of 
large anticyclonic eddy generation in the form of LCEs. These LCEs propagate westward 
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and their ADT/SSH signature can be observed north of the Bay of Campeche in the western 
Gulf (Figure 3.1a, e). These eddies redistribute relatively warm and salty surface waters 
into the western GoM (Figure 3.1b-g). The model shows a larger range of SSH values than 
altimeter-derived ADT, with higher values in the LC region and lower values along the 
northern coast of the GoM and the Bay of Campeche (Figure 3.1e). This difference between 
satellite and model output is not reflected in SST, but there is an interesting difference in 
satellite-derived and model SSS spatial gradients. Model SSS shows a much smoother 
gradient in extending southward to the central GoM, and lower values of SSS in the western 
GoM than satellite-derived measurements. Coastal waters in the northern GoM generally 
have lower SST and SSS (Figure 3.1b, c) with average values of approximately 25°C and 
34 psu, respectively. This pattern is reflected in the model output as well (Figure 3.1f, g). 
These coastal regions also have the highest Chl-a concentrations (Figure 3.1d) surrounding 
the Mississippi river delta and along the Mississippi/Alabama/Florida (MAFLA) shelf of 
>1mg/m3, mainly due to nutrient-rich riverine outflows from the Mississippi and 
Atchafalaya rivers which provide nutrients necessary for high primary productivity. 
Conversely, offshore regions are found to have higher SST (~28°C) and SSS (~36 psu), 
while also having lower Chl-a concentrations (~0.1 mg/m3). Model-derived MLD values 
near the coast do not exceed ~20 m, with greater values in the offshore western GoM (~35 
m), and the largest in the eastern GoM near the LC region (~50 m; Figure 3.1h). The 
ADT/SSH, SST, and SSS values were compared for spatial correlation, and correlation 
coefficients (r) were found to be 0.98, 0.96, and 0.87 respectively. This spatial covariance 
indicates high spatial correlation between the satellite and model datasets, with the 
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exception of SSS which is most likely due to the difference in spatial extent of SSS gradient 
in the northern GoM (Figure 3.1c, g). 
3.3.2 HYCOM Validation with Argo Profiles 
In order to further validate the regional GoM HYCOM model for use in observing 
subsurface characteristics, we compare the HYCOM analysis with individual Argo float 
data. We compare the temperature and salinity data from a total of 3,550 Argo profiles in 
the GoM during the 2016-2018 period to match the temporal range of our study. First, the 
location of each Argo profile was matched to the nearest point at the surface in HYCOM. 
Then, the Argo profiles were vertically subsampled at the 22 HYCOM depth levels (0-600 
m). Figure 3.2 shows the scatterplot of collocated data with the mean bias (HYCOM-Argo) 
and RMS difference indicated in each plot. 
 We observe that overall, HYCOM tends to slightly underestimate both temperature 
(-0.05 °C) and salinity (-0.07 psu) observed in the Argo profiles, with RMS differences of 
0.57 °C and 0.29 psu, respectively. We further compare the agreement between HYCOM 
and Argo across the western and eastern GoM. Of the 78,100 total Argo profile data points 
(3550 profiles extracted on 22 levels) throughout the GoM during our study period, almost 
2/3 (50,512) were located in the western GoM, and approximately 1/3 (27,588) were 
located in the eastern GoM. This could be due to overall tendency of the westward drift of 
the floats throughout the GoM as facilitated by LCE propagation and associated circulation 
[Pérez-Brunius et al., 2018]. In terms of temperature, HYCOM performed better in the 
western GoM, with a lower RMS difference of 0.48 °C compared to the RMS difference 
of 0.75 °C found in the eastern GoM. A likewise pattern was found in salinity, with a RMS 
difference of 0.26 psu (0.34 psu) for the western (eastern) GoM. Additionally, a stronger 
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mean fresh bias was observed in the eastern GoM (-0.11 psu) compared to the western 
GoM (-0.06 psu). These patterns could indicate that HYCOM does not capture temperature 
and salinity variability as well in the eastern GoM than the western GoM. However, 
statistical significance tests (two-way t-tests) suggest that the differences between the 
HYCOM and Argo values both basin-wide and within each sub-basin are not significant 
beyond the 95% significance level. Therefore, we are confident in that HYCOM correctly 
reproduces the large-scale distribution of temperature and salinity properties and their 
variability throughout the GoM. 
3.3.3 Temporal Evolution of Eddy Characteristics 
The evolution of eddy characteristics of all eddies identified in both satellite and 
model data with time, as well as the distribution of these characteristics is shown in Figure 
3.3. The number of daily identified eddies of each circulation type in the GoM did not 
exceed 20, with maximum daily values of 19 AEs (January 18, 2017; satellite) and 17 CEs 
(May 2, 2017; model; Figure 3.3a). Generally, periods displaying high numbers of CEs 
were accompanied by low numbers of AEs, and vice versa (seen in March 2016, January 
2017, and May 2017). During these periods, the ratios of CEs to AEs were (16:3, 11:18, 
and 16:8), respectively. However, there were notable periods displaying high numbers of 
daily eddies of both types (e.g. January 2018), at which points the values of eddy amplitude 
(radius) were below average with values of ~7 cm compared to mean ~8 cm (~60 km 
compared to mean ~75 km).  
Eddy amplitudes remained relatively consistent (typically 7-8 cm), except for a few 
high-amplitude CE events in May and August 2016 and November 2018 where median 
eddy amplitudes reached upwards of 17cm (Figure 3.3b). These high-amplitude events are 
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reflected in the radii (Figure 3.3c) and EKEs (Figure 3.3d). The distribution of AEs and 
CEs between satellite and model data are similar in number of daily eddies (Figure 3.3f) 
and eddy radius (Figure 3.3h), with both satellite and model output indicating more daily 
CEs and larger radius AEs. CEs were much more energetic than AEs throughout the time 
series and on average in the satellite data, but model output showed higher EKE for AEs 
(Figure 3.3d, i). Satellite anticyclonic (cyclonic) EKE displayed a mean value of 132 cm2s-
2 (287 cm2s-2) whereas the model showed mean anticyclonic (cyclonic) EKE values of 493 
cm2s-2 (290 cm2s-2). This result which points to more energetic CEs in the GoM is contrary 
to the idea that AEs which are larger in size and penetrate deeper than CEs should be more 
energetic. However, this difference may be due to data assimilation. Satellite and model 
output show opposite patterns in eddy amplitude and EKE (Figure 3.3g, i), in which the 
satellite shows higher CE amplitude and EKE, but the model displays higher AE amplitude 
and EKE. This could be due to the assimilation of Argo data into HYCOM. Luecke et al. 
[2017] compare global mesoscale energy between HYCOM and Argo and find similarities 
in EKE. Since both the HYCOM model and the merged altimetry product use raw altimeter 
data, it is likely that the assimilation of Argo data in HYCOM is causing this difference. 
HYCOM may therefore display a more comprehensive view of EKE in the LC region due 
to the assimilation of both surface and subsurface data. Another possible explanation for 
this difference could be that the HYCOM EKE includes both geostrophic and ageostrophic 
motions, while the EKE computed from satellite altimetry is solely based on geostrophic 
velocities. While the median eddy EKE timeseries reflects the state of the entire GoM 
mesoscale eddy field, Figure 3.3e reflects the state of the LC region.  
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Following the methodology used in Donohue et al. [2016a], we box-averaged the 
EKE in the eastern GoM from 90 – 81°W and 21.5 – 28°N (shown in Figure 3.1h), and 
plotted the EKE for AEs found within this box. Our box is bigger than that used by 
Donohue et al. [2016a] because we are not limited to the coverage of mooring data and are 
able to fully cover the LC and its eddies at the surface. When LC EKE is high, the LC is 
typically extended or has recently shed a large LCE. In 2016, the LC remained extended 
from March – December, while in 2017, the LC was only extended from September – 
December. In 2018, the maximum LC EKE was the lowest of the three years. Similar to 
EKE (Figure 3.3d, i) and the ADT/SSH presented in (Figure 3.1a, e), the model shows a 
larger range of LC EKE values, ranging from 133 – 306 cm2/s2, while the LC EKE 
calculated from satellite data was higher on average with a narrower range from 223 – 287 
cm2/s2. These EKE values are lower than those found in Donohue et al. [2016a]. Since our 
measures are at the surface, and those of Donohue et al. [2016a] are at 200 m, one would 
expect our values to be higher. However, this difference in values is most likely due to the 
fact that our measure uses a boxed-average EKE over the larger LC region, which will 
therefore include eddies of smaller EKE within the area, whereas in Donohue et al. [2016a] 
moorings are used. Although our values of EKE are comparatively small, they nonetheless 
show the increase observed during the growing of the LC and subsequent decrease when a 
large LCE is shed. An ANOVA test conducted on the boxplot data indicate that the mean 
values of all parameters when compared between the satellite data and model simulations 




3.3.4 Spatial Variation of Eddy Characteristics 
Eddy characteristics throughout the GoM vary greatly between AEs and CEs, 
responding to the intrusion of the LC, the shape of the basin, and the overall local 
anticyclonic circulation. The mean spatial distribution of AEs and CEs (Figure 3.4a-d) is 
highly varied, though some spatial patterns are apparent. The Caribbean Sea exhibits a high 
number of AEs most likely due to the overall anticyclonic rotation near the source of the 
LC in the Caribbean Sea. Additionally, the decay of LCEs which have propagated 
westward helps establish anticyclonic rotation in the southwestern GoM [Chang & Oey, 
2010b]. This propagation of LCEs meets the overall cyclonic circulation in the Bay of 
Campeche as well as the western boundary, which then helps facilitate the dissipation of 
these eddies [Pérez-Brunius et al., 2018]. Conversely, the central Gulf contains much more 
CEs, which is reflective of the distribution of LCFEs which surround the LC in this region 
[Fratantoni et al., 1998]. AEs generally possess larger radii (100 – 150 km) throughout the 
GoM between 22 – 27°N (Figure 3.4e, g), though CEs present across the entire GoM and 
Bay of Campeche exhibit much smaller radii (70 – 100 km). The same was found to be 
true for eddy amplitudes (Figure 3.4i-l) with maximum AE (CE) amplitudes ranging from 
20 – 30 km (10 – 20 km), although CEs were shown to have larger amplitudes than AEs 
on average through the time series (Figure 3.3b). The largest amplitude CEs are found in 
the LC region (19 – 22 cm), and decrease in amplitude along the path of LCE propagation. 
This is most likely a signature caused by smaller CEs that are found to congregate around 
the circulation of the LC (Figure 3.4j, l), as well as previously-shed LCEs [Walker et al., 
2009]. These CEs likely include the LCFEs which play a role in LCE detachment [Zavala-
Hidalgo et al., 2003]. CEs tend to decay over the deep central GoM water at the tip of an 
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extended LC [Hamilton et al., 2016]. The presence of these LCFEs at the base of the LC 
near the Caribbean Sea is also most likely the reason for the observed high cyclonic EKEs 
in this region (Figure 3.4n, p). EKEs are consistently higher in AEs than CEs (Figure 3.4m-
p) in the extended LC region, whereas the highest EKE in CEs are found near the base of 
the LC. High EKEs in the extended LC region are most likely due to LCE shedding, during 
which enhanced EKE peaks [Donohue et al., 2016b]. The model shows more extreme 
values of EKE in AEs (>1400 cm2s-2) that the satellite (~1000 cm2s-2), which is reflective 
of the pattern shown in Figure 3.3i. The extremely low mean ADT/SSH just north of the 
Yucatan peninsula shown in (Figure 3.1a, e), which is likely an artifact of cyclonic LCFEs 
in this area, helps explain the abundance of high-energy CEs located in this region. Eddy 
generation locations are extremely spatially variable, but show consistently low coastal 
generation. The fact that the generation locations are almost identical between satellite and 
model data suggests that the differences between the two methods observed in other 
characteristics occur during the eddy’s lifetime. The overall distributions of characteristics 
are very similar, however, the model underestimates the magnitude of all AE/CE 
characteristics (radius, amplitude, EKE) along the coast, and overestimates EKE in the 
open central GoM waters.  
Eddies of both circulation types were observed everywhere within the GoM except 
some coastal regions such as the northeastern GoM (96°W, 28°N), the west Florida shelf 
(84°W, 27°N), and the eastern Bay of Campeche (approximately 92°W, 21°N). A high 
number of CEs were found in the western Bay of Campeche (~175; Figure 3.4b, d) which 
is consistent with the sub-basin’s overall cyclonic circulation. EKE values which are 
relatively high for CEs (~500 cm2/s2) were also found in this region, which is likely due to 
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the westward intensification in this area [Vazquez de la Cerda et al., 2005].  The cyclonic 
eddy generation northwest of Campeche bank was observed by Zavala-Hidalgo et al. 
[2003] and is attributed to LC dynamics due to the eddy generation timings.  This region 
in the western GoM was a region of large-radius CEs (Figure 3.5n, t). Similar to the 
physical characteristics shown in Figure 4, the spatial distributions between satellite-
derived (Figure 3.5a-f; m-r) and model-derived (Figure 3.5g-l; s-x) eddy properties show 
similar regional patterns (high SSTA in the LC region, for example). However, the 
magnitude of these properties varies between the satellite and model. While both the 
satellite and model identify large-radius and large-amplitude AEs in the LC region and 
along the path of LCE propagation, the model underestimates the magnitude of these 
qualities. Satellite data shows radii in this region of approximately 110 – 160 km, while 
model output indicates radii of approximately 90 – 150 km. In amplitude, the satellite and 
model both show values greater than 30 cm in the LC region, but the model amplitudes are 
not as large (15 – 20 cm compared to 25 – 30 cm in satellite) toward the western part of 
the basin. Additionally, the magnitude of radius and amplitude for CEs is lower in the 
model across the entire GoM, with some areas of especially notable underestimation. The 
first is the western Bay of Campeche (approximately 96 – 94°W, 21°N) in which satellite 
(model) data estimates values of radius and amplitude to be 130 (110) km and 15 (10) cm, 
respectively. Another area is near the base of the LC region (approximately 88 – 86°W, 
23°N) where satellite (model) data show radius and amplitude to be 70 (50) km and 20 (8) 
cm, respectively. 
Higher values of Rossby Number (R0 = 0.8 – 1) were found in the LC region across 
both AEs and CEs when compared to the rest of the GoM, indicating that inertial and 
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centrifugal forces dominate in this region and flow is most likely ageostrophic. The 
difference in magnitude of R0 between satellite data and model output is unlike that of 
radius and amplitude. HYCOM tends to overestimate R0 in both AEs and CEs, especially 
in the LC region. This is most likely due to the nonlinear HYCOM field which is strongly 
affected by large-scale nonlinear flows like Ekman transport [Douglass & Richman, 2015]. 
Douglass & Richman [2015] also show this tendency of HYCOM to overestimate R0. By 
comparing HYCOM-derived R0 to R0 calculations based on geostrophic velocity fields 
computed from SSH, they show that HYCOM estimates of R0 are approximately 0.5 higher 
than those from SSH in the tropical Atlantic.  
The spatial distribution of SSTA was somewhat patchy although some 
climatological features as seen in high SSTA can be observed. There is a patch of high 
SSTA values centered at approximately 86°W from 26 – 27°N in both satellite and model 
maps of AEs (Figure 3.5e, k). This patch is centered around the mean position of an 
extended LC (Figure 3.1b, f), where relatively warm water from the Caribbean Sea flows 
northward into the GoM. On the other hand, areas of low SSTA at the eddy center can be 
found in the northern GoM coastal regions. This may be due to the seasonal river discharge, 
which can deposit colder waters from early spring snow melt over the northern part of the 
Mississippi River watershed into the coastal GoM [Bratkovich et al., 1994]. AEs are 
expected to have positive SSTAs at their center, however this patch of high SSTA is also 
partially visible in satellite and model maps of CEs (Figure 3.5q, w) which suggests that 
this signal is representative of the high SST observed in the LC region through climatology 
(Figure 3.1b, f). Another feature is the anomalously cold SSTAs found at approximately 
88°W, 26°N in both AEs and CEs (Figure 3.5e, k, q, w). This is most likely due to the 
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location of these eddies surrounding the LC. Since the LC is observed to have very high 
SSTs in this region due to the inflow of Caribbean Sea waters, it is likely to have affected 
the calculations of AE and CE SSTAs in the surrounding waters, as anomalies were 
computed out to three eddy radii.  
The spatial distribution of SSSA throughout the GoM was similar across eddies of 
both circulation types in both the satellite and model data. Both AEs and CEs were 
observed to have negative SSSAs (0.3 – 0.4 psu) in the southeastern GoM (centered at 
86°W and 25°N), suggesting that both types of eddies can redistribute relatively freshwater 
from Mississippi river outflow to the LC region. Interestingly this area exhibits high SSTA 
values in both AEs and CEs (higher than 0.75°C), so this negative SSSA signature is likely 
not a result of eddy-induced upwelling, as would only be seen with CEs, or other vertical 
processes associated with the mesoscale eddy field. Although AEs and CEs have different 
physical characteristics (radius, amplitude), surprisingly there is little difference in their 
impact on SST and SSS. We can therefore assume that the surface properties of SSTA and 
SSSA within each eddy are more likely driven by air-sea interaction or horizontal advection 
of the background large-scale field and persistent features (those shown in Figure 3.1), 
rather than vertical movements associated with the mesoscale eddy field. 
3.3.5 Isolated Eddies 
In order to observe eddy characteristics such as salinity and temperature through 
depth, we have isolated one CE centered at (93°W, 26°N) on August 1, 2017 using satellite-
derived measures of ADT, SSS, SST, and Chl-a concentration (Figure 3.6a-d). We choose 
to isolate this eddy since it is a relatively large CE whose size can aid in the observation of 
finite mechanisms such as eddy stirring [Chelton et al., 2011a] that lead to the high Chl-a 
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concentrations and low salinity values within the eddy. We then observe the characteristics 
of density, salinity, temperature, and vertical velocity with depth using model output 
(Figure 3.6e-h). The SSS signature of this eddy shows anomalously fresh water (~33.5 psu) 
at the core (Figure 3.6b). Given the location of this eddy at (93°W, 26°N) near the MAFLA 
shelf, this low-salinity signature is most likely a result of the trapping of coastal waters that 
are sourced from Mississippi and Atchafalaya river discharge. The high Chl-a 
concentration (~0.25 mg/m3; Figure 3.6d) at the core of this eddy also supports this 
mechanism. McGillicuddy [2016] describes a situation in which there is a strong northward 
Chl-a gradient, and where a counterclockwise-rotating (CE in this case) eddy would advect 
this high-Chl-a water along its northwestern edge. This advection and eddy stirring is 
visible in this isolated eddy, which leads to a positive Chl-a anomaly at its center compared 
to the outside concentration. This eddy is representative of the spatial salinity and radius 
patterns shown in Figure 3.5. Its anomalously low-salinity core helps contribute to the 
tendency of negative SSSA’s to be located near the coast in the northwestern GoM (Figure 
3.5r, x). This eddy is anomalously large, however, with a radius of 169 km, which is not 
representative of the spatial tendency in the northwestern GoM towards relatively low-
radius CEs. The mean radii of CEs in the northwestern GoM is approximately 75 km 
(Figure 3.5n, t). 
The upwelling of subsurface water is shown in the strong vertical velocities 
reaching 2.5 mm/s from approximately 100 – 600 meters depth near the center of the eddy 
(Figure 3.6h). This upwelling injects high salinity water (~36 – 36.5 psu) into the surface 
layers (Figure 3.6f) which erode the surface salinity minimum. This upwelling signature is 
also seen in low temperature (<12°C) water moving towards the surface near the center of 
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the eddy (Figure 3.6g). The swirl velocity within the eddy shows speeds of 0.2 m/s 
extending from the surface down to 300 meters depth, with velocities of 0.1 m/s reaching 
below 600 meters. The maximum swirl velocity of ~0.5 m/s is observed below the surface 
at approximately 50 – 80 meters depth into the pycnocline (Figure 3.6f, g). This 
observation, along with the vertical density structure helps identify this eddy as likely 
subsurface intensified, due to the deepening of surface isopycnals down to ~20 meters, but 
doming of subsurface isopycnals up to ~90 meters (Figure 3.6e). 
The isolated AE shown in Figure 3.7 is likewise located in the northern central 
GoM centered at (91°W, 26°N). This eddy, like the CE shown in Figure 3.6, is anomalously 
large, with a radius of 203 km compared to the average of 80 km (Figure 3.3h). Given its 
size, and the fact that this eddy was generated in the LC region helps us characterize it as 
a distinctive previously-shed LCE. We choose a large eddy in order to observe mesoscale 
processes specific to each eddy such as the horizontal advection of low-salinity waters and 
waters with high Chl-a concentration sourced from riverine input. This isolated eddy 
represents an ideal interaction of an anticyclonic eddy with a northward gradient of 
freshwater and Chl-a similar to McGillicuddy [2016], and may not be representative of all 
anticyclonic eddies found in the GoM. However, examination of these processes is 
conducted prior to future composite analysis (Section 3.6), in order to investigate whether 
the processes observed in this isolated instance have an observable effect on mean eddy 
properties. Low-salinity water (~34 – 34.5 psu) can be observed along the eastern and 
southern edges of this LCE (Figure 3.7b), with Chl-a concentration displaying a similar 
pattern (Figure 3.7d). As its position indicates that this eddy is located just south of the 
MAFLA shelf, we can conclude that this AE advects the low-salinity, high nutrient water 
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off of the shelf, and over the deep central GoM. These surface characteristics are indeed 
representative of the spatial patterns of AEs in this area shown in Figure 3.5. This isolated 
eddy confirms the tendency for large-radius AEs to be found in the central GoM along the 
path of LCE propagation.  
 With depth, it is clear that the low-salinity water along this eddy’s eastern edge only 
penetrates to approximately 30 meters depth. Further investigation into the subsurface 
properties of density, salinity, temperature, and vertical velocity within this eddy reveals 
downwelling. This is evident first in the deepening of isopycnals down to ~450 meters 
(Figure 3.6e). Additionally, the subsurface salinity maximum (>36.5 psu) occurs at 
approximately 100 – 250 meters, but this high salinity water also extends down past 400 
meters depth within the eddy (Figure 3.7f). Likewise, the vertical extent of high-
temperature waters (>20°C) reaches down to 300 m depth (Figure 3.7g). The negative 
vertical velocities (~ -1.8mm/s) reaching from ~50 – 600 m depth (Figure 3.7h) indicate 
that downwelling is the mechanism by which the subsurface salinity maximum and warm-
temperature waters extend downward, and contributes to the deepening of the isopycnals 
seen in Figure 3.7e. The vertical velocities observed in this eddy are similar to those typical 
of LCEs wherein Rivas et al. [2008] observe downward vertical velocities of 2 – 3 mm/s 
using in situ data from moorings and acoustic Doppler current profilers (ADCPs). Similar 
to the CE shown in Figure 3.6, the maximum swirl velocity of ~0.6 m/s is found below the 
surface from 30 – 100 meters depth.  
3.3.6 Composite Analysis of Eddy Surface Properties 
Composite analysis of AEs (Figure 3.8) and CEs (Figure 3.9) throughout the GoM 
reveals how eddies of each type vary at the surface. Here we separate eddies not only based 
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on rotation type, but also based on their location within the western or eastern GoM. We 
find a higher number of AEs using both satellite and model data in the western GoM (5,365 
and 5,348) than the eastern GoM (4,593 and 3,581) during the period of study (Figure 3.8). 
The number of AEs found in the western GoM between satellite and model observations 
varied by only 17 eddies. Interestingly in the eastern GoM, nearly 1,000 fewer AEs were 
identified using model output compared to satellite data. Spatial maps (Figure 3.5a, g) show 
that this is most likely due to the low number of coastal AEs identified in the model. The 
spatial distribution of CEs shows even more differences between satellite and model 
output. While the satellite data identified fewer CEs in the western GoM (5,395) than the 
eastern GoM (6,080), model output found more CEs in the western GoM (6,532) than the 
eastern GoM (4,495). This discrepancy is evident in the spatial maps (Figure 3.5m, s) 
where more CEs are identified in the LC region and the west Florida shelf in the satellite 
data than the model output. For both AEs and CEs, the total amount of eddies predicted by 
the model was closer to the amount observed using satellite data in the western GoM than 
in the eastern GoM. The differences in number of eddies located in the western GoM 
between the satellite data and model analysis were 17 AEs and 1,137 CEs, wherein the 
eastern GoM the differences were 1,012 AEs and 1,585 CEs. This could be due to the 
presence of stronger surface circulation features in the eastern GoM, where more mesoscale 
eddy generation occurs (Figure 3.4q-t). 
This composite analysis of surface properties in which eddies are normalized by 
radius also allows for spatial comparison within and just outside of the eddy. In this 
analysis, we plot the properties from the center (0) out to three radii (3R), and we refer to 
areas within the normalized eddy to be within one radius (1R), and the area outside of one 
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eddy radius to be outside 1R. Magnitude of ADT and SSH are similar between the satellite 
and model, although the model predicts a greater spatial extent (outside 1R) of the SSH 
maximum across AEs and CEs in both sub-basins (Figure 3.8a-d, 9a-d). In AEs, the 
gradient of ADT/SSH is much gentler in the western GoM than that in the eastern GoM, 
where extremely low values (<40 cm) dominate outside 1R. CEs show a similar pattern, as 
greater values of ADT/SSH (~45 cm) are found outside of the eddy in the eastern GoM, 
but much lower values (~35 cm) are present outside of the eddy in the western GoM. The 
ADT and SSH values were compared for spatial correlation, and correlation coefficients 
(r) indicate high spatial correlation between the satellite and model datasets. The 
correlation coefficients of sea level for AEs (CEs) in the eastern and western GoM were 
0.95 and 0.98 (0.96 and 0.95), respectively. This indicates strong spatial correlation in both 
sub-basins, but also shows higher spatial correlation with respect to sea level in the western 
GoM. 
Both multi-parameter composites reflect the large-scale gradients seen in the 
climatology, with low SSTA, low SSSA, and high Chl-a to the north. AEs and CEs differ 
in how these features are present within 1R, however. In the case of AEs, positive SSTAs 
(~0.4°C) are present in the eastern GoM at the eddy core, while negative SSTAs (< -0.3°C) 
can be observed outside of 1R. In the western GoM, these negative SSTAs are mainly 
found to the northwest of the eddy center, whereas in the eastern GoM, they are found to 
wrap around the northern edge of the eddy. Additionally, the highest anomalies both inside 
and outside the eddy are found in the eastern GoM. This is likely representative of the 
climatological features in the eastern GoM including the LC. Since the LC brings 
anomalously warm water into the GoM from the Caribbean Sea, but coastal waters remain 
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consistently cooler in the western and eastern sides of the basin (Figure 3.1b, f), there is a 
sharper gradient in temperature in the eastern GoM compared to the western GoM, where 
temperature is more homogenous. Therefore, is likely that the surface signatures of SSTA 
within AEs are greatly impacted by the climatological features in the eastern GoM. In the 
western GoM, both the anomalies at the core of the eddy and surrounding the eddy are 
lower in magnitude (only ~0.25°C at the center and ~ -0.25°C outside the eddy edge). This 
could also indicate that as AEs follow the path of LCE propagation from the eastern side 
of the basin to the western side, their temperature characteristics at the surface are eroded 
by air-sea interaction over their lifetime. 
When comparing SSTA in CEs, we find that both spatial distribution and magnitude 
of the anomalies are similar between eastern and western GoM (Figure 3.9e-h). Negative 
SSTAs dominate the eddy center, while positive SSTAs are observed surrounding CEs 
across the western and eastern GoM. The cyclonic rotation of these eddies is evident in the 
positive SSTAs wrapping to the eastern side of the eddy, and the negative SSTAs wrapping 
around the western side. The difference, however, is between satellite and model 
observations. SSTAs inferred from satellite (model) data are found to have higher (lower) 
values at the core of ~ -0.45°C (~ -0.2°C) and outside 1R of ~0.4°C (~0.25°C). There is a 
sharper gradient observed in satellite-derived SSTA in both the western and eastern GoM 
than model-derived SSTA. SSTA data between satellite and model data were also 
compared for spatial correlation. The correlation coefficients in regards to SSTA for AEs 
and CEs in the eastern and western GoM were all 0.99. This is the highest correlation 
coefficient observed between the satellite and model across all spatial features that were 
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compared. This result indicates that HYCOM captures SST variability at the surface better 
than other features, and may be due to the satellite data which is assimilated into the model. 
Both AEs and CEs display negative SSSAs in their northern half, and positive 
SSSAs in their southern half. A notable difference is that in AEs, the SSSA gradient is 
much sharper in the eastern GoM than the western GoM, with changes in SSSA greater 
than 0.4 within 1R, whereas a gentle SSSA gradient is found in the western GoM (Figure 
3.8i-l). Additionally, AEs in the western GoM were found to have positive SSSAs (~0.2 
psu) throughout most of their core, wherein the eastern GoM AEs displayed cores with 
SSSAs of varying sign. There is not much difference in the spatial pattern or magnitude of 
the anomalies between eddies identified in the satellite and model output for AEs. CEs on 
average exhibited SSSAs of relatively small magnitudes throughout their core (~0 psu; 
Figure 3.9i-l). Unlike AEs, where negative salinity anomalies are found all across the 
northern edge, CEs displayed negative SSSAs (~ -0.25 psu) that were shifted to the 
northwest. This is most likely representative of the tendency for CEs to entrain low-salinity 
waters (shown in Figure 3.6) through eddy trapping. There is not much difference observed 
either between satellite and model observations, or between sides of the basin. SSSA were 
compared for spatial correlation, and correlation coefficients indicate high spatial 
correlation between the satellite data and model observations. The correlation coefficients 
for AEs (CEs) in the eastern and western GoM were found to be 0.97 and 0.98 (0.99 and 
0.98), respectively. All correlation coefficients calculated for each variable (sea level, 
temperature, and salinity) indicate high positive spatial correlation between the datasets. 
The spatial pattern of Chl-a concentration anomalies (Figure 3.8m, o, 9m, o) 
follows that of SSSA and SSTA, with higher magnitudes (~0.15 mg/m3 in AEs, and ~0.25 
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mg/m3 in CEs) found along the northern edge of the eddies, which is representative of the 
high coastal productivity shown in Figure 3.1d. AEs display both a smaller positive 
anomaly to the north, and a smaller negative anomaly at their center (~ -0.05 mg/m3) than 
CEs (~ -0.15 mg/m3). The entrainment of highly productive waters to the eddy center as 
displayed in Figure 3.6d is not reflected in the composites. Unlike the composite analysis 
of Chl-a performed by Chelton et al. [2011a], Gaube et al. [2014], and Dawson et al. 
[2018], we do not observe evidence of eddy stirring or eddy trapping of Chl-a in the eddy 
composites. This is likely due to the high variance in eddy interaction with waters having 
high concentrations of Chl-a, as we are mixing near-coastal and open-water eddies. 
Although eddy stirring is visible in the isolated instance shown in Figure 3.6, when 
averaged across all CEs this mechanism does not dominate Chl-a concentration. This 
isolated eddy was relatively large and long-lived, but most CEs within the GoM are of 
small radius and amplitude in coastal regions (Figure 3.4). These smaller CEs do not 
always interact with the highly biologically-productive waters in the northern GoM over 
their short lifetimes and therefore do not have negative Chl-a anomalies at their core. 
The local MLDA found in AEs are of similar magnitude across the western and 
eastern GoM (> 5m at the eddy center; Figure 3.8n, p). However, the spatial distribution of 
MLDA outside 1R differs greatly between the two sub-basins. Negative MLDA (~ -2m) 
are found to the southeast in the western GoM, while MLDA of larger magnitude (~ -5m) 
are found to the northeast in the eastern GoM. This is likely due to the shape of the basin, 
wherein the eastern GoM eddies are bounded by the West Florida Shelf to the northwest, 
but in the western GoM, eddies are bounded to the southwest by the Yucatan shelf. In CEs, 
there is not much difference in the spatial distribution of MLDA across the western and 
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eastern GoM. Both sub-basins exhibited negative MLDAs at their center and to the north, 
and positive MLDAs along their southern edge. However, the magnitude of these MLDAs 
vary across the sub-basins, with negative (positive) anomalies reaching ~ -6 m (~5 m) in 
the eastern GoM, but only reaching ~ -4 m (~3 m) in the western GoM. The mean MLD in 
the eastern GoM is higher (39 m) than the western GoM (31 m; Figure 3.1h), and therefore 
the percent change of the MLDA with respect to the mean MLD is significant and similar 
in both sub-basins, with a 14% change in the eastern GoM, and a 11% change in the western 
GoM. This pattern of larger magnitude anomalies in the eastern than western GoM is 
reflected across eddies of both rotation types. This is most likely due to the greater variation 
in MLD in the eastern GoM which responds to the LC intrusion than the western GoM 
where MLD is much more homogenous offshore (Figure 3.1h). 
3.3.7 Eddy Vertical Structure 
Figure 3.10 shows the mean characteristics (temperature and salinity) of the GoM 
across 25°N. This helps improve our understanding of the differing subsurface properties 
between eastern and western GoM which may affect those observed in eddies within these 
sub-basins. In the western GoM, temperatures higher than 22°C persist from the surface 
down to ~100 m, wherein the eastern GoM, these temperatures are found from 0 to 150 m. 
Likewise throughout the rest of the water column, waters of the same temperature are found 
approximately 50 m deeper in the eastern than western GoM. This is likely due to the warm 
inflow of warm Caribbean Sea waters into the eastern GoM by the LC. Values of salinity 
between the two sub-basins also vary at the surface and with depth. In the western GoM, 
surface values of ~35.75 psu persist across most longitudes from the surface to ~20 m, 
except for a pocket of relatively fresh water found near the surface at 97°W likely due to 
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riverine-sourced freshwater which has moved southward along the shelf. A subsurface 
salinity maximum of ~36.45 psu is found from ~100-120 m, whose saline waters reach 
down to ~300 m. In the eastern GoM however, surface salinities of ~36 psu make up the 
upper 20 m, and are found across all longitudes from 80 – 90°W. The subsurface salinity 
maximum in this sub-basin is of similar magnitude (~36.45 psu), but is found deeper in the 
water column from ~120 – 190 m. Salinities of >35.75 psu are found to depths of ~370 m. 
This is consistent with Morrison et al. [1983], which described this subsurface high-salinity 
water as Subtropical Underwater (SUW) also called Caribbean water. This Caribbean 
water is transported into the GoM by the LC at a rate of approximately 2.6 Sv [Lugo-
Fernández et al., 2016] and spreads due to the advection by LCEs. The rest of the Gulf 
exhibits slightly lower salinities in the upper 250 meters, which can be attributed to the 
formation of Gulf Common Water (GCW) due to strong vertical mixing along the outer 
edge of the LC [Morrison et al., 1983]. 
 The combination of greater temperature and salinity values which reach deeper into 
the water column in the eastern GoM depresses the isopycnals in this region which is 
especially evident in the upper layers in which the 1027 kg/m3 isopycnal reaches ~20 m 
further in the eastern than western GoM, for example. With increasing depth, the difference 
in densities between the two water masses is less visible in which the 1029 kg/m3 isopycnal 
only exhibits ~10 m difference between eastern and western GoM. The varying 
characteristics of temperature, salinity, and density are due to differences in large-scale 
circulations between the two sub-basins. The LC, which brings warm, saline waters into 
the eastern GoM, dominates circulation in this region. As the LC sheds LCEs which 
propagate westward, they carry this high-temperature and salinity signature with them into 
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the western GoM [Elliot, 1982]. It is likely that as these eddies decay, their density 
perturbations relax, resulting in upper-ocean upwelling in these AEs, degrading the warm, 
salty signature at the surface [McGillicuddy, 2016]. Additionally, the deeper temperature 
and salinity signature in the eastern GoM compared to the western GoM is a result of the 
deepening of isohalines during formation in AEs, which occurs primarily in the eastern 
GoM. 
In order to show the mean vertical structure exhibited by eddies within the GoM, 
and to further validate our use of HYCOM for eddy depth composite analysis, we plot the 
mean vertical temperature and salinity profiles of CEs and AEs using both HYCOM and 
Argo float data (Figure 3.10c-f). First we identify Argo floats which surface in either CEs 
and AEs during our time period identified from altimetry, and calculate the average of these 
profiles. We then compare both these Argo profiles with both the mean temperature and 
salinity profiles within the modelled eddies. Both HYCOM and Argo show average 
temperatures within CEs and AEs of approximately 27°C from the surface to 25 meters 
depth. HYCOM accurately reflects the vertical temperature structure within these eddies, 
although HYCOM underestimates Argo temperature to a greater degree with increasing 
depth (Figure 3.10c, e). In salinity, HYCOM accurately reflects the vertical structure of 
these eddies, although the agreement between HYCOM and Argo is not as strong at the 
surface. The greatest disagreement between the products occurs at the subsurface salinity 
maximum in both CEs and AEs (~100 m; Figure 3.10d, f). HYCOM also underestimates 
Argo salinity in both CEs and AEs, but by a greater magnitude, and is more variable with 
depth than temperature. The tendency for HYCOM to underestimate both temperature and 
salinity is also shown in Figure 3.2, where we show that HYCOM has a negative bias in 
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both parameters. These profiles show that although HYCOM does underestimate these 
parameters, this model still correctly reproduces the observed eddy vertical structures (the 
shape of the vertical temperature and salinity distribution), and we are therefore confident 
in our use of HYCOM to depict the composite depth structures of eddies within the GoM. 
In Figure 3.11, we analyze the vertical structure of CEs and AEs within the western 
and eastern GoM to investigate differences in the thermohaline structure of the eddies. Both 
CEs and AEs across the entire GoM seem to be subsurface-intensified, with maximum 
density anomalies at 80 – 120 meters depth (Figure 3.10a, f). Density anomalies of CEs 
(AEs) are of smaller magnitude in the eastern GoM with values of 0.2 kg/m3 (-0.25 kg/m3) 
than in the western GoM, with values of 0.3 kg/m3 (-0.3 kg/m3). The density anomalies in 
AEs reach deeper (~300 m) than CEs (~230 m) in the eastern GoM. This difference is not 
present in the western GoM however, with both AEs and CEs reaching down to 300m. A 
primary difference between eddies in the eastern and western GoM is the vertical position 
of their cores. For eddies of both rotation types, the maximum density, salinity, and 
temperature anomalies are found at shallower depths in the western GoM. For example, 
maximum salinity anomalies for composite CEs are found at ~250 m in the eastern GoM 
and at ~210 m in the western GoM. Likewise, maximum temperature anomalies for 
composite CEs occur at ~170 m in the eastern GoM and at ~150 m in the western GoM. 
This regional difference, also noted in Figure 3.10, is most likely the result of relatively 
saline waters from the LC and relatively fresh waters from river discharge in the northern 
GoM producing strong horizontal and vertical gradients, resulting in greater vertical 
stratification. In the western GoM, surface and subsurface properties are much more 
homogenous and therefore eddy cores are less affected by local stratification. 
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Overall, maximum salinity anomalies (Figure 3.11b, g) are found at greater depths 
(~250 m) than maximum temperature anomalies (~170 m; Figure 3.11c, h) in both the 
eastern and western GoM. This is due to the large-scale vertical structure of these properties 
within the GoM, whose mean values are shown in Figure 3.10 in which temperature 
maximums occur at the surface, persist for approximately 20 meters until the thermocline, 
where temperature begins to decrease drastically. Salinity however, exhibits lower values 
at the surface, and reach their maximum values and stronger gradients in the subsurface 
(Figure 3.10). Because of these varying large-scale temperature and salinity structures, the 
maximum temperature anomalies within eddies, mainly induced by the vertical 
displacements of the isopycnal layers (Figures 3.5e, 6e), are found to occur at a shallower 
depth than the maximum salinity anomalies. 
The tendency for anomalies to be greater in magnitude as well as tighter in the 
western GoM than the eastern GoM is also visible in the salinity anomalies (Figure 3.11b, 
g) and temperature anomalies (Figure 3.11c, h). In the eastern GoM, the composite CE has 
a negative salinity anomaly core of ~ -0.15 psu, while the composite AE has a positive 
salinity anomaly core of ~0.15 psu (Figure 3.11b). Salinity anomalies observed for CEs in 
the eastern GoM show a vertical pattern of negative anomalies from 0 – 70 meters, to 
positive from 70 – 100 meters, then to negative again down to 600 meters. However, the 
opposite is observed in AEs, where there are positive salinity anomalies at the surface – 40 
meters, a layer of negative anomalies from 40 – 110 meters, then positive anomalies with 
depth to 600 meters. This is due to the vertical displacement of the salinity structure which 
can be seen in Figure 3.10. Both CEs and AEs have differing vertical salinity profiles at 
their core, and since they interact with low-salinity water at the surface in different ways 
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(CEs trap, AEs advect around the edge), the anomalies of salinity at the surface show 
positive in AEs and negative in CEs. CEs are formed from within the GoM, whereas the 
large anticyclonic LCEs are formed from Caribbean water which are saltier [Morrison et 
al., 1983]. This difference in water masses from which these eddies are formed could also 
be the reason for variable salinity anomalies at their core, and can be used to help 
distinguish an eddy of one rotation type from the other [Rudnick et al., 2015]. In the western 
GoM, where there is no intrusion of saline waters via LC and less low-salinity water 
interaction as well, the salinity anomalies at the surface are relatively similar, but with 
depth show positive salinity anomalies of >0.15 psu in AEs and < -0.15 psu in CEs. This 
difference in salinity anomaly between western and eastern GoM is representative of the 
mean characteristics shown in Figure 3.1c, g, and Figure 3.10, where long-term salinity 
gradients which influence local stratification are much sharper in the eastern GoM than the 
western GoM. 
 Temperature anomalies show similar patterns to salinity and density when 
concerning magnitude with lower (higher) anomalies in the eastern (western) GoM (Figure 
3.11 c, h). In the eastern GoM, CEs (AEs) displayed temperature anomaly cores of ~ -1.1°C 
(~1.1°C), as opposed to the western GoM, where CEs (AEs) displayed temperature 
anomaly cores of ~ -1.3°C (~1.3°C). Similar to the density anomalies, AE temperature 
anomalies reached deeper than CE temperature anomalies in the eastern GoM, with the 
0.5°C (-0.5°C in CEs) isotherm reaching down to approximately 580 meters depth in AEs, 
but only to approximately 480 meters depth in CEs. The difference in vertical reach of 
temperature anomalies is less in the western GoM, but AEs (CEs) still reach deeper 
(shallower) to depths of ~550 meters (~530 meters). 
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 Plots of swirl velocity (Figure 3.11d, i) help display the vertical extent of eddy 
velocities observed at the surface in previous analysis. In AEs, the magnitude of southward 
flow (>0R) is found to be ~0.25 m/s in the eastern GoM and ~0.2 m/s in the western GoM. 
This pattern is shown as well in Rivas et al. [2008] in which maximum velocities of an 
LCE of ~0.3 m/s were observed at ~50 m. In CEs, the southward flow (<0R) is found to be 
less than that of AEs at ~0.15 m/s in both the eastern and western GoM. CEs across both 
sub-basins show a velocity core below the surface from ~30 – 80 meters depth, whereas 
the velocity core is found near the surface in AEs. When comparing depth composites of 
eddies between the two sub-basins, it is clear that the eastern GoM is home to AEs with 
greater swirl velocities, while the CEs exhibit swirl velocities of similar magnitude between 
the two sub-basins. Maximum AE swirl velocity reaches 0.34 m/s in the eastern GoM, 
while it only reaches 0.26 m/s in the western GoM. Most AEs are formed in the LC region 
and propagate westward and as they decay along this path, their velocity structure 
deteriorates as total vorticity decreases [Hamilton, 1992]. This helps explain both the lower 
magnitude and less coherent structure of velocity in western GoM AEs. Composite analysis 
of vertical velocities (Figure 3.11e, j) show the mean upwelling (downwelling) signatures 
in CEs (AEs), with positive velocities indicating upward motion. Greater values of negative 
vertical velocities were observed in eastern AEs (~ -0.18 mm/s or 15 m/day) than western 
AEs (~ -0.11 mm/s or -9.5 m/day). These values are an order of magnitude lower than the 
ones depicted for the particular large eddies presented in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. However, the 
obtained vertical velocity values in our composite analysis are representative of those 
measured by Rivas et al., [2008], who found negative vertical velocities with magnitudes 
of 1 – 2 mm/s in anticyclonic LCEs. Conversely, greater positive vertical velocities were 
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observed in western CEs (~0.12 mm/s) than eastern CEs (~0.07 mm/s). This is reflective 
of the pattern in swirl velocities, which displayed stronger flow in eastern AEs. 
3.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Large-scale features in the GoM dominate the spatial variability observed in the 
local eddy field Features such as the LC, which brings warm, saline water into the GoM 
from the Caribbean Sea, and riverine outflow which delivers fresh, nutrient-rich water to 
the coastal northern GoM create a basin full of varying properties. The vertical structures 
of the mean salinity and temperature vary greatly between the eastern and western GoM, 
due to the influence of the LC and eddy interaction with seasonal freshwater input. The 
saline waters sourced from the LC dominate the subsurface while seasonally-present 
freshwater dominates the surface in the eastern GoM. Comparatively, the western GoM is 
much more homogenous in both salinity and temperature. 
 We found that in episodes of high numbers of basin-wide CEs, the number of AEs 
decreases, which typically occurs immediately following the shedding of a large LCE. This 
is most likely due to the cyclonic LCFEs that congregate around the tip of the LC and force 
this shedding. Conversely, in periods where AEs dominate the GoM, there are not many 
CEs, which usually occurs when the LC is extending. Occasionally, there are times in 
which the number of both AEs and CEs are high, when there is not one large rotation 
(cyclonic or anticyclonic) that dominates flow in the basin. These spells are then balanced 
by a decrease in amplitude and radius of both types of eddy. This balance occurs because 
the region is spatially limited, and is reflective of the shape of the GoM as a semi-enclosed 
basin, with only two main entry and exit points in the Yucatan Strait and the Florida Strait. 
A spatial analysis of eddy characteristics demonstrated that both AEs and CEs decrease in 
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amplitude and radius, as well as temperature and salinity anomalies at the surface. Since 
the LC region in the southeastern GoM is a location of high eddy generation of both types, 
and climatological features show that the GoM is heavily influenced by air-sea interactions, 
it is most likely that due to these air-sea interactions, the surface characteristics of these 
eddies are eroded throughout their lifetime as they propagate westward. When comparing 
the satellite observations to model output, the model correctly displays spatial patterns of 
every characteristic measured. However, the model tends to underestimate some 
characteristics (amplitude, radius, SSTA) and overestimate others (Rossby number, 
SSSA). 
 By isolating one eddy of each type, we were able to more closely observe the 
processes by which the eddies interact with surrounding waters which help determine their 
surface characteristics. By isolating a CE, we found that the horizontal advection of low-
salinity water in the northern GoM may create a negative salinity anomaly at its center. 
However, the upwelling associated with such a CE injects high-salinity subsurface waters 
into the surface, which can quickly erode the fresh signature. In the isolated AE, which we 
identified as a previously-shed LCE, we observe that advection of low-salinity water along 
the eddy’s eastern edge effectively surrounds the eddy in anomalously fresh water, which 
can create a positive salinity anomaly at its center. The deepening of isopycnals reveals the 
deep vertical structure of this LCE.  
 We analyzed the eastern and western sides of the GoM to help understand the effect 
differing climatological features may have on the eddy properties. In the eastern GoM, 
steep salinity gradients are observed in eddies of both circulation type, while in the western 
GoM the observed salinity gradients are much gentler. This is likely a reflection of the 
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greatly varying surface salinities in the eastern GoM (saline waters from the LC, fresh 
waters from major river discharge), wherein the western GoM is comparatively 
homogenous. Originally, the positive SSTAs in AEs and negative SSTAs in CEs were 
thought to reflect downwelling and upwelling mechanisms present in each eddy. However, 
through composite analysis of the depth structures of these eddies, along with the tendency 
for air-sea interaction to play a part in the determination of surface eddy properties, we 
conclude that temperature anomalies at the surface are not useful in identifying AEs from 
CEs. Eddies of both circulation types appear to be surface intensified in terms of vorticity, 
as the swirl velocities reach maximum values at the surface. The eddies exhibit maximum 
temperature, salinity, and therefore density anomalies below the surface due to vertical 
motions and the displacements of water masses. 
 The purpose of this study was to expand the knowledge of the entire GoM 
mesoscale eddy field both in the surface and subsurface. Our objectives were to investigate 
spatial distribution of eddy properties in both rotation types, and to explore the effect of 
long-term climatological features on eddy properties. We first described the dominant 
features of the basin such as warm, saline LC waters and cool, fresh coastal waters that 
may have an effect on the properties of individual eddies that inhabit the GoM. We showed 
that these climatological features heavily effect both the surface and subsurface eddy 
properties. Sharper horizontal temperature and salinity gradients in the eastern GoM create 
steep gradients within the eddy centers, wherein the more homogenous western GoM 
waters, horizontal gradients of temperature and salinity are much gentler overall and within 
the eddies. Composite analysis of eddy vertical structure revealed stronger flow in the 
eastern than western GoM, that also have density anomalies deeper in the water column. 
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These eastern eddies are typically younger, whereas western GoM eddies have begun to 
decay as their properties can be eroded by air-sea interaction. The dominance of 
climatological surface characteristics overshadowed any vertical movements of water 
within the eddy. Through spatial, composite and depth analysis, we achieved our objectives 
and successfully describe surface and subsurface properties of the entire mesoscale eddy 
field within the GoM. Future works could include the comparison of multiple models along 
with additional in situ data in order to fully investigate the vertical eddy structure, and 
extension of the time period to include previous satellite measurements of temperature and 





Figure 3.1. Climatological satellite-derived (a) absolute 
dynamic topography (ADT; cm), (b) sea surface temperature 
(SST; °C), the black line in (b) represents the 1000m isobath, 
(c) sea surface salinity (SSS; psu), (d) Chlorophyll-a 
concentration (Chl-a; mg/m3), and model-derived (e) sea 
surface height (SSH; cm), (f) sea surface temperature (SST; 
°C), (g) sea surface salinity (SSS; psu), and (h) mixed layer 
depth (MLD; m) for 2016 – 2018. Black dashed lines in (f) 
represent partitions used in composite analysis of Western 
GoM, Eastern GoM, and removing the Caribbean Sea. The 
black dashed box in (h) represents the area selected for box-










Figure 3.2. Scatterplots of HYCOM temperature (top; °C) and salinity (bottom; psu) 
versus Argo floats throughout the entire (left), western (center), and eastern GoM (right) 
from 2016-2018. Shading indicates percent variability, and the black line indicates a 







Figure 3.3. Evolution of eddy characteristics (a-e) from 2016 – 2018 for satellite and model 
data showing Anticyclonic (red; green) and Cyclonic (blue; cyan) eddies, and boxplots (f-
j) showing the mean, upper and lower quartiles, and minimum and maximum of these 
characteristics. Characteristics: (a, f) Number of eddies, (b, g) eddy amplitude, (c, h) eddy 









Figure 3.4. Mean spatial distribution of eddy characteristics during 2016 – 2018 between 
satellite (left) and model (right) for Anticyclonic (1st and 3rd columns) and Cyclonic (2nd 
and 4th columns) eddies. (a-d) Number of eddies, (e-h) eddy radius (km), (i-l) eddy 
amplitude (cm), (m-p) EKE (cm2/s2), and (q-t) number of eddy generation. Pixels with less 












Figure 3.5. Mean spatial distribution of eddy characteristics from 2016 – 2018. 
Characteristics are (left to right) number of eddies, radius (km), amplitude (cm), Rossby 
number, SSTA (°C), and SSSA (psu) separated by anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies for 










Figure 3.6. Eddy characteristics of a CE centered at approximately (93°W, 26°N) on 
August 1, 2017. (a) ADT (cm), (b) SSS (psu), (c) SST (°C), and (d) Chl-a concentration 
(mg/m3) and geostrophic current vectors from satellite observations. HYCOM (e) density 
(kg/m3), (f) salinity (psu), (g) temperature (°C), and vertical velocity (mm/s; contoured 
every 1.5 mm/s) zonal cross sections at the dashed line indicated in (a-d). Black contours 
in (e) indicate isopycnals every 1 kg/m3. Black contours in (f, g) indicate swirl velocities 












Figure 3.7. Same as Figure 3.6, but of an AE centered at approximately (91°W, 26°N) on 




Figure 3.8. Composites of anticyclonic eddies in the Western (>90°W) and 
Eastern (<90°W & >21°N) GoM from satellite and model output. ADT = 
absolute dynamic topography, SSH = sea surface height, SSTA = sea surface 
temperature anomaly, SSSA = sea surface salinity anomaly, Chl-a = 

















Figure 3.10. Mean zonal cross section of HYCOM (a) temperature and (b) salinity along 
25°N from 2016 – 2018. Black contours indicate isopycnals every 1 kg/m3. Black dashed 
lines represent partition used in composite analysis of the Eastern (<90°W & >21°N) and 
Western (>90°W) GoM. Vertical mean profiles of temperature and salinity for (c,d) CEs 















Figure 3.11. Zonal cross-section at the eddy center across composite cyclonic and 
anticyclonic eddies. (a, f) density anomaly (kg/m3), (b, g) salinity anomaly (psu), (c, h) 
temperature anomaly (°C), (d, i) swirl velocity (meridional component; m/s), and (e, j) 
vertical velocity (mm/s) within three radii of the eddy center in the Eastern (a-e; <90°W & 
>21°N) and Western (f-j; >90°W) GoM. Cyclonic eddies are on the left and anticyclonic 










 LCS interaction with seasonally-present LSW can create extremely spatially 
variable patterns of SSS. Through the measurement of surface advective freshwater flux, 
the horizontal advection of freshwater can be observed and therefore analyzed in order to 
establish the LCS configurations which lead to these various spatial SSS patterns. An 
extended LC which reaches towards the northern GoM can establish a clear pathway for 
the direct offshore transport of this LSW, where it is then transported to the Florida Straits 
and exits the GoM to feed into the Gulf Stream. This pathway for riverine-sourced water 
is extremely important to the physical characteristics of the Gulf Stream and the North 
Atlantic Ocean. Additionally, the biological properties of this Mississippi river system 
water can affect the productivity of water masses to where it is transported. A LCE present 
in the central GoM also facilitates the offshore advection of LSW, but then recirculates this 
LSW within the central GoM, and delays its transport to the Florida Straits and export from 
the GoM. The LCS plays a large role in controlling the net export of freshwater from the 
GoM to the Atlantic Ocean. In addition to the LCS, smaller mesoscale eddies circulate the 
surface waters of the GoM, transporting waters of varying properties throughout the basin. 
 These smaller eddies exhibit diverse characteristics depending on their location 
within the GoM. Eddies of both cyclonic and anticyclonic rotation are found to be 
generated heavily in the LC region, and eddies with the largest radius and amplitude are 
also found in this region. This area of strong circulation exhibits extremely high values of 
EKE and therefore is the dominant circulation feature not only including the LCS, but 
smaller mesoscale eddies as well. The overall GoM exhibits strong temperature and salinity 
gradients from the north to the south, but these gradients vary in their sharpness between 
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the eastern and western GoM. Since the eastern GoM is dominated by the LCS flow and 
influx of relatively cool, fresh water from the Mississippi river system, the gradients of 
temperature and salinity are much sharper in this sub-region. Conversely, the surface 
waters in the western GoM are much more homogenous with respect to temperature and 
salinity. The GoM is heavily influenced by air-sea interactions, and as eddies generated in 
the eastern GoM follow a path of westward propagation, their surface characteristics are 
eroded throughout their lifetime. These differences in properties between the eastern and 
western GoM are reflected in the composite eddy characteristics at the surface. Long-term 
gradients in the GoM are more responsible for the surface characteristics exhibited by 
mesoscale eddies than localized eddies processes such as vertical movements and 
horizontal advection. Like, the vertical structures of mesoscale eddies vary between the 
eastern and western GoM in response to regional differences in temperature and salinity 
gradients. Due to stronger stratification in the eastern GoM, the vertical position of eddies 
in this sub-basin are found at a lower depth than those in the western GoM. Additionally, 
eddies found in the eastern GoM generally exhibit stronger vertical and swirl velocities 
than those in the western GoM, which is most likely due to the high-energy flow of the LC 
present in the eastern GoM, and the decay of eddy properties in the western GoM. The LCS 
and other long-term features within the GoM which control the surface gradients in 
temperature and salinity help determine the distribution of water masses within the GoM, 
export of water from the GoM to the Atlantic Ocean, and the properties of mesoscale eddies 
which inhabit the GoM.  
 The fate of riverine-sourced waters is important to the physical and biological 
properties of the GoM as well as the entire Atlantic Ocean by their connection through the 
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Gulf Stream. The research work which comprises this thesis is the first to classify the 
numerous ways in which the LCS can interact with seasonally-present LSW which can be 
used to predict the eventual fates of Mississippi River waters. Additionally, this research 
is the first to provide a complete picture of the mesoscale eddy field present within the 
GoM, as it describes the mean surface and subsurface eddy properties as well as the 
processes by which long-term gradients can affect these eddy properties.  
4.2 FUTURE WORK 
 The GoM is shown to exhibit strong surface circulation, and localized stratification 
due to the LCS interaction with various water properties. This vertical stratification of the 
water column can have heavily influence atmospheric circulation through fluxes of heat 
from the surface layer. The barrier layer is one especially important aspect of vertical 
stratification and can be defined as the layer between the mixed layer depth and the 
thermocline [Lukas & Lindstrom, 1991]. This barrier layer serves to separate the 
homogenous surface waters of the mixed layer and the deeper waters below the thermocline 
where temperature and salinity change drastically with depth. Barrier layer formation 
depends upon the interaction of water masses with such varying properties that they will 
not mix, and therefore one water mass subducts below another. Regions of high riverine 
input such as the Amazon river have been documented to exhibit barrier layer formation 
due to stark differences in surface salinities [Pailler et al., 1999]. In the GoM, where 
temperature is approximately homogenous in the surface layer, salinity variations are much 
more likely to have an effect on density stratifications (Figure 4.1). Riverine input from the 
Mississippi river system and offshore advection of this LSW by various interactions with 
the LCS could likely create a barrier layer in the GoM.  
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 The idea of barrier layer formation is one which is especially important in the GoM, 
where air-sea interactions are extremely prevalent due to its strong connection to 
atmospheric processes. Hurricanes which pass over the GoM are often intensified due to 
the flux of heat from the upper ocean. Much research into this aspect has focused on the 
deep, warm LCEs sourced from the warm Caribbean Sea waters [Shay et al., 1999; Hong 
et al., 2000; Gierach & Subrahmanyam, 2007]. However, the impact of a barrier layer to 
the intensification of these tropical cyclones has not been investigated. In the event of 
barrier layer formation, the barrier layer can affect the properties of the mixed layer by 
preventing mixed layer deepening, resulting in a shallower mixed layer which can rapidly 
increase in temperature [Vinayachandran et al., 2002]. This warming of the mixed layer 
could help sustain heat flux to the atmosphere and therefore help in the intensification of 








Figure 4.1: Vertical profiles showing the mean temperature (solid lines) and salinity 
(dashed lines) for anticyclonic (red) and cyclonic (blue) eddies in the western and eastern 
GoM. Black lines indicate the positions of the Mixed Layer Depth (MLD), Thermocline, 
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